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ABSTRACT

It goes without saying that the educational enterprise requires information for

administrative decisioñ support purposes, a¡rd one could argue that the need in

education is as great as it is in the private sector. One could also argue that the there

is a technological lag in terms of what educational information systems are providing

the administrator, vis-a-vis what is possible, ârd what is currently being done within

the private sector. This is not due to the inability, nor the desire, to have the

information technology, but is often due to financial and human resource constraints.

However, the technological aspect is not the only factor in the information gathering

equation. There is another component in the dissemination of information that

involves defining precisely what information is required and necessary for the

educational administrator to make effective decisions. This study is about defining the

information requirements of educational administrators, specifically the administrators

of the Community Colleges within Manitoba.

The educational administrator faces challenges every day in making decisions

that affects his or her employees, students, and the community at large. This study

attempts to explore what information is necessary to help make these decisions in two

Manitoba Community Colleges, and how specific information can be obtained to assist

in the administrator's decision making process. This study was conducted due to the



observation that there was not a cohesive process which could provide effective

information to the Community College adminisfrator, information that sometimes was

readily available, but was not in a useable form. This study also defines a model and

a procedure that is effective in deciding what specific information, in form and

substance, is required for the decision process to be effective for the administrator and,

ultimately, the organization.

Thus, our problem statement was stated as: What are the information

requirements of senior level management within selected Manitoba Community

Colleges that will support and improve the quatify of administrative decision and

problem solving activities. The study also explored the types of decisions the selected

administrators tended to make, what kind of information they can use, and what

information solutions can be recognized.

The study surveyed, through an interview process, five senior Marritoba

Community College administrators from two of the three Community Colleges in

Manitoba, Assiniboine Community College and Red River Community College. The

instrument was developed by the author and included three distinct paÍs: A survey of

the administrators information sources, their current computer use, and a definition of

the Critical Success Factors (CSF) within their respective departments and

organizations. The latter portion of the study, the determination of the Critical Success

Factors, was based on the research of John F. Rockart and others from the Center for

Information Systems Research in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This CSF
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methodology was used to study the Manitoba Community Colleges in terms of the

administrative requirement for information to effectively accomplish their management

objectives and goals, and in terms of the overall organization's mission.

The results of the study indicated a number of conclusions relevant to Manitoba

Community College Administrators. The study concluded that computer use for

Community College adminisfrators was integral to the management process, that both

computer and non-computer information is equally used, that Red River Communify

College administrators utilized computer-based information more than their Assiniboine

Community College counterparts, that there was information lacking at both colleges to

suppolt administrative decisions (Assiniboine Community College had less adequate

information than did Red River Community College), and that the three priority

systems for improvement were the Student Record System, the Financial Information

System, and the Personnel and Staffing Information System.

More importantly, however, the study indicated that the Critical Success Factor

method was a viable process for determining specific information requirements for the

Community College Administrators. From the study a model, the Integrated

Management Information Systems model (IMIS), w4s also developed that integrated

the CSF methodology into a management model that can be a practical method for not

only determining management information requirements, but also for the ongoing

evaluation of management objectives within the organization's mission.

ilt



A number of recommendations were outlined in the study and included: the

IMIS model and the CSF process of information determination be implemented within

the management of Manitoba Community Colleges, a distributed data processing model

be considered, further computer and systems training be provided for Community

College administrators, a decision support system for administrators be purchased or

developed, a Chief Information Officer be desþated to coordinate the information

needs of each institr¡tion, ând a long range information services plan be formulated for

each college. These reçommendations were summaúzed from the study and are

intended to be a stepping stone towards the ultimate goal of providing a comprehensive

information systems solution to the Manitoba community colleges.

The study indicated that information is essential to the Manitoba Community

College administrator and, further, that the information required tends to be fluid,

always changing according to the particular administrative problem and decisions that

the ádministrator faces at that particular time. .Thus, the study concludes that the

administrator has to be provided with the ability to receive information and reports

according to these changing requirements, and this can best be done through an

interactive on-line information system with inquiry capabilities.

IV
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readily available and had to be prepared through manual means. Needless to say,
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conclusion that there must be a more efficient me¿urs of gathering this information.
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administrative purposes, and had been doing so for some years. However, the reports
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administration for the decisions that were being made. I came to the conclusion after

discussions with the various computer services personnel responsible that it was not

necessarily a technical problem, or for that matter, a lack of technical expertise within

the system. On the contrary, it appeared that a cohesive process was lacking which

directly tied the administrative information needs to the information source. Thus, this

study was bom from observation of a very practical problem.

This study also takes on particular significance given the current change in the

organizational structure of the Community College System within Manitoba. The three
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Colleges in Manitoba will, within the next few years, be moving to an independent

govemance model of administration, ris opposed to the current administrative structure,

which has direct organizational lines to the Manitoba Department of Education, and

eventually the Minister of Education. The administrative requirements within any

given educational institution for accurate and timely information are ongoing and

necessary during "normal times", however when broad administrative changes are

occurring, this need tends to be even gfeater.

Thus, my goal in developing this study is to provide a blueprint for defining and

obtaining useable information for Manitoba Community College administrators in the

decision making process and, at the same time, contribute an information gathering and

management model which may aid the Manitoba Community College system in the

process of administrative change.
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study. Dr. G. Porozny, who kindly gave me guidance and offered to act as my thesis

advisor provided a guiding light for this study which sometimes appeared to have no

end. The other members of my committee, Dr. A. D. Gregor and Dr. B. Levin, also

provided many ideas and directions and, without their input, this study would not have

been completed. Special thanks goes to Bob Goluch of the Department of Education,

who reviewed the instrument, and Mr. Richard Mackie, former president, and Bill

McCracken, former Vice-President, of Assiniboine Community College, both of whom

sanctioned the study and encouraged its continuance. All of the study participants
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I. BACKGROTJND TO TIIE STTJDY.

1.1 Introduction.

Historically, the utilization of computer technology within educational

institutions has followed a similar path to that of private industry. Although the

precise application of the technology within educational institutions may be somewhat

different than in private industry, the overall objective for using computer technology

remains the same, i.e., to retrieve and use the generated information to support the

particular mission of the organization.

The use of the computer within post-secondary educational institutions has

usually been applied to three distinct services: 'financial, student records, and library.

Within these applications the computer has primarily been utilized for record keeping

and, as such, has usually been maintained within traditional data processing models.

Tvithin the last decade private industry has been applying new technology to

provide it \Ãrith information for decision support, simulations, and to make predictions.

Using artificial intelligence, analytical modelling, and sophisticated management

information systems technology, together with state of the a¡t hardware and software

combinations, businesses now can have information which not only means the



difference between a profit or a non-profit situation today, but also may determine

future survival.

Educational institutions, on the other hand have been somewhat slower to adopt

sophisticated decision support tools, especially within the areas of higher level

management. The reasons for this arise from inherent characteristics within the

institution, together with the formidable task of administering these institutions, which

are often characterized by authority and organizational problems. Other influential

factors include the obvious cost and budget factors along with the lack of qualified

personnel to implement these systems. Nevertheless, whether the goal is make a profit

or to maintain educational services within financial constraints, the necessity for

information in support of management decisions is no less important in either case.

This study examines this need for information within higher level management

of post-secondary educational institutions, and in particular, within the Manitoba

Community Colleges. The study also analyzes specific existing community college

institutional administrative information requirements and proposes information

solutions that will provide the support necessary for more effective management

decisions.

1.2 Statement of the Problem.

The problem of this study can be stated as follows:
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'What 
are the information requirements of senior level management within

selected Manitoba Community Colleges that will support and improve the

quatity of administrative decision and problem solving activities?

Other more specific questions arise from this basic problem and can be

delineated as:

1. What kind of decisions and problem-solving activities do community
college administrators usually perform?

2. What kind of information can community college administrators use that

would improve the quality of these decisions and their resulting problem
solutions?

3. IVhat type of information processing solutions can therefore be

recognized for the educational administrator that can be utilized within
his/her daily decision Processes?

The ensuing task of this study is therefore to answer the above questions. This

can be accomplished through a research and interview process structured around the

posed questions. The tasks may be outlined as follows:

1) To survey management literature and conduct personal interviews that

will determine the educational administrator's decision making and

problem solving activities;

To survey the information literature and conduct personal inten¡iews that

will determine the educational administrator's information requirements;

To survey the systems and educational literature in order to determine

what others have done to provide timely and reliable information to

2)

3)



senior management in order to support their decision making and

problems solving activities; and

4) To synthesize the research from the above three task performances into

reasonable information processing solution recommendations.

The study will utilize several sources of information in surveying the literature

including: traditional library sources of books and periodicals, published and

unpublished documents in the libraries of organizations specializing in the study of

information systems, ERIC and other electronic information sources, and computer

company literature and documents. Personal interviews will be also conducted with

senior level administrators (vice-presidents and presidents) at two community colleges

in Manitoba in order to determine what decision making and problem solving activities

are faced on a day-to-day basis, as well as to ascertain what information would be

useful in these activities.

Once the data are gathered the final task will be to assess the information

requirements of the educational administrator and to propose possible information

processing solutions.

1.3 Purpose of the Study.

The job of management, whether in private industry or in an educational

institution is complicated. Management is a social activity which involves a high

proportion of interaction and it is through these interactions that managers give and
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receive information. The primary reason for the manager's existence is therefore to

make decisions and solve problems for the organization based on this giving and

receiving of information. The manager performs other duties, of course, within the

various roles that the organization requires. However, it is within the context of the

manager's information, decision, and problem solving activities that this study is

conducted.

The puqpose of information is to improve the quality of decisions and their

resulting problem solutions. The purpose of this study is to investigate several

questions relating to our problem statement in order to determine what information will

improve the administrator's decision-making and problem solving activities:

What are the information sources, requirements, and gaps that can be identified

by the educational administrator?

How often and when does the administrator require information in order to

solve his/her on-going Problems?

What problem solving and decision making activities can the administrator

identify and which ones can be better resolved through improved information?

How should the data be processed and the information be presented to the

administrator?

It is only through the process of analyzing the responses to the above questions

using interviews of selected administrative candidates that meaningful information

requirements can be determined. In the final anatysis the unstated goal of this study is

to attempt to see the world of information through the educational administrator's eyes

and, in doing so, seek to provide a solution to his/her information requirements.
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1.4 Need for the Study.

The one main mandate of the educational institution is to provide knowledge to

society through the education of its clientele. The institution has to accomplish this

feat given financial constraints, along with the competing demand for financial

resources from within. Although the mission of the educational institution is not to

make a profit, as it is within private industry, it certainly has a requirement to

mærimize the utilization of existing funds and to minimize any necessary funding

increases. This is evidenced by the fact that community college administrators cite

effective management as one of the six top priorities of community colleges (Cross &

Fideler 1989).

Within the context of increasing costs combined with constant resource

demands, larger institutions with complex problems, and, at the same time, everything

changing at a faster pace, the need for timely and reliable information becomes

essential. The modem educational administrator has to solve problems often "by the

seat of the pants" within this complex environment, while keeping the organization

heading towards the overall mission goal.

Traditional information sources, such as meetings, deparfrnental reports, and data

processing reports have been and still are a necessary part of the information flow to

the administrator. However, this information is often too late, or reflects the past, as

opposed to predicting the future. This makes it difficult for the administrator to make
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the most appropriate decision for the organization. The quest, therefore, is to provide

the administrator with the proper information at the proper time to keep the

organization on its mission path.

The need for further studies has been verified by other educational researchers

who have also studied the impact and use of information technology in education.

There has also been a number of recent writings on the various issues and concems of

information technology in relation to educational institutions and administration.

V/ithin the Manitoba context, the community college environment is currently in

a state of flux. In May of 1991 a legislative bill was introduced that would effectively

make autonomous the govemance of the community college system, moving decision

making and responsibility centres from the current govefirment system to a more

decentralized board of govemors system. Thus, this study can play an important role

for current community college administrators who will be faced with the task of

maintaining their own data base of information to support critical decisions they will

soon be facing.

1.5 Definitions of Acronyms and Terms.

The following are some of the terms and acronyms used in this study.

Ad hoc inquiries Unique, unscheduled, situation-specific information requests.



Analvtical Modellinq

Application Software

Artificial Intellieence

Batch processing

CEO

Critical Success
Factors (CSFs)

Data Processing

Decision Makine Process

Decision Support S]¡stem
(DSS)

Interactive use of computer-based mathematical models to
explore decision altemative using what-if analysis,
sensitivity analysis, goal-seeking analysis, and optim ization
analysis.

Programs that specify the information processing activities
required for the completion of specific tasks of computer
users. Examples are electronic spreadsheet and word
processing programs or inventory or payroll programs.

A science and technology whose goal is to develop
computers that can think as well as see, hear, walk, talk,
and feel. A major thrust is the development of computer
functions normally associated with human intelligence,
leaming, and problem solving.

A category of data processing in which data are

accumulated into "batches" and processed periodically.
Contrast with Realtime processing.

Chief Executive Officer, or in the educational sense, the
President or Provost.

CSFs are the limited number of areas in which satisfactory
results will ensure successful competitive performance for
the individual, departrnent or organization. CSFs are the
few key areas where "things must go right" for the business
to flourish and for the manager's goals to be attained.

The execution of a systematic sequence of operations
performed upon data to transform them into information.

A process of intelligence, design, and choice activities
which result in the selections of a particula¡ course of
action.

An information system that utilizes decision models, a
database, and a decision maker's own insights in an ad hoc,
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interactive analytical modelling process to reach a specific
decision by a specific decision maker.

Executive Information
Systems (EIS) An information system that provides strategic information

Goals

tailored to the needs of top management.

Specific targets which are intended to be reached at a given

point in time. A goal is thus an operational transformation
of one or more objective.

Physical equipment, ¿ts opposed to computer programs or
methods of use.

Hardware

Information Information is data placed in a meaningful and useful
context for an end user.

Information System A set of people, procedures, and resources that collects,
transforms, and disseminates information in an organization;
or, a system that accepts data resources as input and

processes them into information products as ouþut.

Information Technolog.v

GD Hardware, software, telecommunications, database

management, ârd other information processing technologies
used in computer-based information systems.

Manaqement Information
Svstem (MIS) An information system that provides information to support

managerial decision making. More specifically, an

information reporting system, executive information system,

or decision support system.

Measures specific standards which allow the calibration of
performance for each critical success factor, goa, or
objective. Measures can be either "soft," that is subjective
and qualitative, or "hard," that is objective and quantitative.

Obiectives General statements about the directions in which a firm
intends to go, without stating specific targets to be reached

at particular times.



Problems

Realtime Processing

Software

Strategv

10

Specific tasks rising to importance ¿N a result of
unsatisfactory performance or environmental changes.

Problems can affect the achievement of goals or
performance in a CSF area.

Data processing in which data are processed immediately
rather than periodically. Also called online processing.
Confrast with Batch Processing.

Computer progftrms and procedures concemed with the

operation of an information system. Contrast with
ha¡dware.

Pattem of missions, objectives, policies, and significant
resource utiliz.ation plans stated in such a way as to define
what business the company is in (or is to be in) and the
kind of company it is or is to be. A complete statement of
strategy will define the product line, the markets and market
segments for which products are to be designed, the
channels through which these markets will be reached, the

means by which the operation is to be financed, the profit
objectives, the size of the organization, and the "image"
which it will project to employees, suppliers and customers.



II. LITERATTJRE REVIEW.

, , , 
i ', 2.1 Introduction - Information Technology in Education

Research that examines the actual effect of information technology is not
::

conclusive; however, there is strong evidence to indicate, from individual institutional

experiences, that administrative support systems do in fact aid the administrator in

his/her daily tasks. Estes and Klier in their study of twenty-five United States

educational institr¡tions and educational programs in nine other countries conclude that

the "Ne\il Information Technology has had a powerful impact on curriculum and

institutional structures but the nature of the impact is inchoate and undefinable" and

, thus recommend ftrther research @stes and Klier 1985, 38). Regardless of how

l, nebulous the impact is, many writers would agree that one must utilize the technology
.:: :'.

to narrow the gap between education and business. In fact, the importance of keeping

abreast of technology is included as part of the mission and goal statements of many

However, the details of the precise effects of the introduction of New

Information Technology are not of upmost importance to our inquiry, given that the

numbers of institutions utilizing and installing the technology testify to its putative
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validity. Educational institutions, however different from businesses, are no exception

to the effect of the new information technologies and the need for timely information

to manage them effectively.

Educational theorists, like ttreir Uusiness management counterparts, have also

recognized the need for information within the educational administrative process.

These views range from one author's simplistic viewpoint: "what is needed is not

another treatise on the complexities of the science of data management, but rather a

simplistic look at basic information needs to support ptaruring operations in small

colleges" (Farne 1975,32), to another's view of the sublime, in which he describes a

day in the life of a College President as virtually living with a computer as an integral

part of every daily activity (Powell 1988, 57-64).

Within the three major areas of educational computing, academic,

administrative, and library, institutions vary in the extent of their integration and

technological advancement. The design varies between separate installation of the

respective information systems within the institution on one hand, and the combined

systems installation on the other. The size and type of installation appears to depend

on the complexity of the institution (Chandler, Devine, Gumm, Shope, and Steinmetz

1982). More recent literature appears to support the complete integration of all

computing technologies on cÍrmpus into a large computer network, supporting various

operating systems and hardware environments, including aU facets of the institutional
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information system(s) (Beckham 1989; D'Archangelo 1988; Matzek, Moore and Nass

1988).

According to much of the literature conceming the process of design and

implementation, there are broad general principles which can aid in the installation of

information systems. A central theme throughout emphasizes serving the needs of the

user with less dependence on the data processing staff.

For example, McGhee has developed four premises for a concepfual framework

for a decision process which is based on a model that the administrator "seeks a

satisfactory solution rather than the one best solution" (McGhee L984, p. 24). Her

four premises are: "the inevitability of imperfect communication" (between data

processing persorurel and administration), "the existence of uncertainty due to a rapidly

changing environment", "ttre necessity of including management information needs

with those of operations" (unlike traditional decisions which primarily focused on the

needs of operations managers), ànd "the scarcity of data processing personnel" (in the

sense that the educational environment cannot compete with private sector for

competent personnel) (McGhe e 1984,24). These premises were developed by a

special MIS office at Brandeis University which was specifically created to bridge the

gap between data processing personnel and management, within an overall perceived

requirement to provide top level management with "an information support structure

that provides access to data sufficiently integrated and timely to support spontaneous

questions in a world of changing requirements and objectives" (McGhee 1984,26).
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Similar premises were also expressed by Maøek, Moore, and Nass in their

description of the sffucture and process they used to install information systems within

a small college environment (the article is appropriately named "Small Colleges with

Big Ideas"):

"Administrators should be able to make numerous unanticipated ad
hoc rnqutes into their data and see that data presented in a variety
of ways, they should not have to allocate large portions of their
time to providing requests for information to others - when those

"others" are members of the college community, they should have
direct access to the information themselves." (Matzek, Moore and

Nass 1988, 85)

2.2 Information and the Decision making Process.

This quest for information is not a new endeavour. Management theorists have

\

studied the decision process for years and have also attempted to relate the information

system, whether it be a manual or computenzed system, to this process. In fact, in the

sixties and during the early stages of computerization, theorists and practitioners

suggested that: the "flow of information to decision authority centers is the lifeblood

of the decision process" (Greenwood 1969, 7) and "computer-processed information

could provide the means for more effective implementation of the decision-making

function by more accurate and timely dissemination of information" (Rowe 1962,741).

More recently, the combined study of information and management has become

an integral concept. Although information is obviously not the only factor of the

decision making process, it is often referred to as a central ingredient, with some
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authors noting that the organization is rapidly becoming "a structure in which

information serves a.s the æris and as the central structural support @rucker 1986,

203) (author's emphasis) and where the new information technologies "serve major

roles in the recognition and definition of managerial problems" (McCall and Kaplan

1985, 17).

Moreover, the t¡re of decisions affected by information systems, and how they

are affected, has to also be considered. Herbert A. Simon, a pioneer in decision

theory, outlined three stages of decision making: íntelligence, design, and choice

(Simon, 1960). He suggests that these stages, the third being the act of making a

decision, i.e., selecting one choice from a selection of alternatives (Ilussatn, 1973), are

a subset of the overall problem solving process (see figure 2-1).

PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS

Decision Makíng Proces

Choice
Selection
Process

FIGURE 2-1 Gomponents of problem-solv¡ng activity (Kroenke, 1989).
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Simon further distinguishes between the types of decisions that are made as

either structured (programmable decisions) oÍ unstructured (nonprogrammable

decisions), the former being a decision that can be programmed, or determined in

advance, by decision rules, algorithms, or probability formulas, and thus ideal for

computer programs. The later, on the other hand, involves decision situations where it

is not desirable, or necessarily possible, to specify in advance most of the decision

procedures to follow. Obviously, these unstnrctued decisions are not easily

programmable into computer processes.

Within the educational milieu both types of decisions are obvious. The

structured decisions involve clear-cut situations that "are well structured, conceptually

simple, and that occur routinely and repetitively" (Hussain, 1973, p 3afl. For example,

payroll, sectioning classes, sfudent fee calculations, and student grade reporting could

be classified as strictly programmable operational decisions. Nonstructured decisions,

on the contrary, "are those that are ill-structured, typically complex in nature, and that

occur once in a while and often involve major consequences" (Hussain, 1973, p 345).

Examples of these would include the hiring and firing of personnel and the assignment

of faculty.

Of course, the above distinction between structured and unstructured decisions is

not always that clear cut. Decisions, in realify, lie in a continuum from one extreme to

another, i.e. ranging from the purely structured decision to the totally unstructured

decision. These decisions are termed semistructured and involve some decision
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procedures that can be pre-specified, but not enough to lead to a definite recommended

decision (O'Brien, 1990).

However, decisions are not necessarily made on such a rational basis. That is,

the above ¿ßsumes that a manager will obtain all the information about a problem and

its altematives, possess a complete specification of the objectives to be maximized, and

then rationally select the best altemative.

Simon suggests, in the real world, decision makers wrll satisfice (the process of

identifying an acceptable, workable solution to a minimum standa¡d of sufficiency),

rather than optimize to find the best possible solution (Simon, 1976, p 2a\.

Others, like O'Reilly, recognize that people make decisions under pressure in a

complex environments and often make decisions by identifying one or a few outcomes

that are acceptable and then constrain the decision process to fit those results

(O'Reilly, 1983, p 108).

The former is termed the bounded ratíonalíty model, while the later, which is

the decision ptocess worked backwa¡ds, is coined the results constrqined model of the

decision process.

Further, most decisions are not made individually but are often made within

groups. Although the above categories and models also apply to the group decision

process, this fact adds another dimension to the process, which involves the

characteristics and organizational context of the group itseH.
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The obvious function of the information system within the context of the

decision making process is to provide managers and groups with summarized and

organized information emphasizing the main points (e.g. major assumptions, resource

requirements, and expected results) of each decision altemative. Thus, if we assume

that Simon's bounded rationality decision making model is the ideal process for

making rational decisions within the educational environment, then the role of the

educational information system is to expand the boundaries and to increase the

rationality of the decision process.

Information systems can facilitate activity within each of the five stages by

providing information, simulations, and altematives for decision evaluation.

Information systems can also enhance the communications among group members who

are engaged in the decision making process.

However, because this study is focusing. on the decision making and information

requirements of the educational executive in particular, the roles and functions of the

executive must also be considered in relation to the process of decision making and

management activity.

2.3 rnformation within the Functions and Roles of ManagemenL

Any given manager performs the acts of decision making and problem solving

within the context of the particular role and/or function he/she is performing at any

given moment. That is to say, regardless of the category of the type of decision that is
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occuning, consideration has to be given to the circumstances surrounding the

occurrence of that decision.

Mintzberg, a researcher who studied the activities of CEO's, identified ten major

roles played by managers and are outlined as follows by Rockart and Delong (1988, p

43-44)t:

t Interpersonal Roles

1) Figurehead. Carries out a symbolic role as head of the organization,
performing routine duties of a legal or social nature.

2) Leader. In the most widely recognized managerial duty, is responsible
for motivation and "activation" of subordinates, as well as staffing,
training, promoting.

3) Liaison. Develops and maintains a personal network of extemal contacts
who provide information and favors.

I Informational Roles

4) Monitor. Seeks and receives a wide variety of special information to
develop a thorough understanding of the organization and the
environment. In this role, the executive serves as the nerve center of
intemal and extemal information about the organization.

5) Disseminator. Transmits information received from outsiders or from
subordinates to other members of the orgarrization. Information ranges
from factr¡al information to value statements designed to guide
subordinates in decision making.

I Adapted from Rockart and Delong's description of the roles of management, and the fiindamental activities
carried out by the executive in each, which was drawn on Mintzberg's model developed in the early 1970's in his
book titled The Nature of Managerial Work.
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6) Spokesperson. Communicates information to outsiders on the
organization's plans, policies, actions, results, etc.

Decision Roles

7) Entrepreneur. Searches the organization and environment for
opportunities and initiates "improvement projects" to bring about change;
supervises design of cefain projects as well.

8) Disturbance handler. Responsible for corrective action when the
organization faces important, unexpected disturbances.

9) Resource allocator. Allocates organizational resources of all kinds.

10) Negotiator. Represents the organization in major negotiations.

Minøberg's studies also indicated that top-level executives do not use computer

based information systems, but instead rely on verbal information gathered from

meetings, telephone calls, and personal contacts. This has implications for the curent

study since it is focused entirely on educational executives and proposes to provide an

executive information system (EIS) as one solution to their problem solving dilemmas.

While one could argue that Mintzberg's findings indicate that automation has no

place in the executive office, one could also argue that information technology could

be used to support many of the executive functions, especially when one looks at the

roles more carefully in relation to information that can be provided by information

systems. For example, within the monitoring role there a definitive requirement for

specific structured information that could be provided through an information system.
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Rockart and Delong go even further in Minøberg's studies and relate his

statement, "the effectiveness of the manager's decision is largely dependent on the

quality of his models" (Minøberg 1973, p 89-90), to "the potential of computer support

in enriching these models" (Rockart and Delong 1988, p 45). Therefore, one

important component of the educational executive information @EIS) system becomes

the ability to model the organization and possible outcomes of potential decisions.

Managerial roles are an important consideration in any discussion involving

information systems. However, special focus can be given to the monitoring role of

the manager in relation to information systems. Although other roles reçeive and give

information within which information systems can play a part, the quality of the

monitoring role, which is the manager acting as the nerve center of the organization,

has a direct relationship to the qualify of the information the manager receives

conceming the organization. The manager, within the other roles, to a large extent acts

and decides on the basis of the information obtained within the monitoring role, (e.9.,

as the resource allocator). This is especially important to consider in conjunction with

the management activities within an organization.

2.4 Information and Management Activities.

Although the day+o-day operations of any organization occur within the

confines of management, they are not pafr of a management activity per se. These

operations are at the bottom of the organizational pyramid and, from a systems point of
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view, reflect the transaction processing systems within the organization. Immediately

above (see figure 2-2) is the pyramid of management levels of activities of planning

and control. This pyramid of three management activities, which primarity focuses on

the two roles of monitoring and resource allocation, can be summarized as follows

(Rockart and Delong 1988, p 46)2:

Strategic Planning. The process of deciding on objectives of the organization,
on changes in these objectives, on the resources used to attain these objectives,
and on the policies that are to govem the acquisition, use, and disposition of
these resources.

Management Control. The process by which managers assure that resources

are obtained and used effectively and efficiently in the accomplishment of the
or gantzation' s obj ectives.

Operational Control. The process of assuring that specific tasks are carried
out effectively and efficiently.

The implications for an information system become quite distinct in terms of the

information characteristics required for each level of management activity. Looking at

the information systems acronyms to the right of the diagram in figure 2-2, and when

considering the information requirements for each level (see table 2-l), it is obvious

that requirements for each are quite different. On one hand, at the strategic

management level, there exists an information requirement charactenzed by ad hoc,

unscheduled, summarized, infrequent, forward looking, extemal, and wide in scope

information, while on the other, at the operations management level, prespecified,

2BasedontheworksofRobertN.Anthony, PlanningandControlSystems: AFrameworkforAnalysis(Boston,
Mass.: Division of Resea¡ch, Harvard Business School, 1965, pp 1618.
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Figure 2-2 Information Systems Pryamid in Relation to Types of Decisions and
Management Activities. (O'Brien, 1990, p 328 and Syymanski, 1990, p 279).
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scheduled, detailed, frequent, historical, intemal, and narrowly focused information is

required.

However, the concem of this study is focused on the strategic management level

and hence is primarily concemed with the information requirements of that level.

Declslon
Tvpes

Structured

Semi-
structured

Unstructured

Unstructured

Category of
lnformatlon Svstems

Transaclion Processing
System (TlP)

Decision Support
Systems (DSS)

Executive lnformation
or Support Systems
(ElS) or (ESS)

Management lnformation Provides input to be used
Systems (MlS) ¡n the managerial decision process. Deals with

supporting well-structured decision situalions.
Typical information requirements can be
anticipated.

Character¡st¡cs

Substitutes computer-
based processing for manual procedures.
Deals with well-structure routine processes.
lncludes record keeping applications.

Provides information to
managers who must make judgements about
particular situations. Supports decision makers
in situations that are not well-structured.

Provides information to
top level mangers who
make strategic plans for, or monitor the
strategic performance and the overall direction
of the organization.

Table 2.1. Character¡stlcs of lnformatlon Systems in Relation to Decislon Types
Adapted from the Categorles of Management Users, James A. Senn, Analysls & Deslgn of
I nfo rm atlo n Syste m s, p.24.

2.5 Information, Education, and The Critical Success Factors Approach.

There have been a number of srudies investigating the effect of technology and

computer information systems on education, although few have specifically
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concentrated on the impact on the educational executive and administration

specifically. Educational research on educational computer use has broadly ranged

from: the quantitative results of surveys of microcomputer use in higher education

(Peat Marwick Main & Co. 1987), the study of the role of the microcomputer in higher

education administration through a sample of universities and colleges in California

(Slovacek and Dolence, 1983), to the in-depth intemational case studies of higher

educational instinrtions @stes and Klier 1985).

Several other studies exist with specific reference to the public school system.

In particular, two Canadian studies refer specifically to administrative use: one

provides a basic manual of computer concepts for the public school administrator

(Zajac 1990) and the other provides an in-depth analysis and evaluation of

adminishative computer systems in the British Columbia school system (Gibbens

1986).

One unique and rich source of information about computing and information

technology in higher education can be found within the CAUSE organization library.

It is within these papers, many of which are intemal studies of MIS systems and

RFP's, that provide solid material on what other post-secondary institutions are doing

with their information systems.

However, of particular interest to this study is research within the MIS arena.

Many theorists maintain that management principles within educational institutions a¡e

really no different than in business, except in terms of their respective missions and
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goals. Therefore, it is appropriate to utilize MIS methods and research as a model for

this particular study, especially considering that this study addresses specific

management issues.

Although, according to MIS literature, there are several methods of studying

executive information systems (Rockart, 1979), one method in particular stands out as

being more appropriate for this study than any other. John F. Rockart, through the

Center for Information Research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has

developed a particular methodology for studying the information requirements of senior

management. His method, termed ttre Critical Success Factors approach, has

demonstrated success in defining m¿magement information needs as a result of the

focus approach his method uses. Critical success factors "are, for any business, the

limited number of areas in which results, if they are satisfactory, will ensure successful

competitive performance for the organization" (Rockart, 1979, p. 85).

Further, the critical success factors relate specifically to the missions of the

organization and the particular goals of the managers involved. Therefore, this method

can be adapted to any organization and has been demonstrated by Rockart to be useful

in both for-profit and non-profit organizations (Rockart, 1g7g,p. 86).

Rockart also differentiates between the critical success factors of the

organization (as seen by the CEO or top executive) and those of the layers of

management below. Although lower level managers operate within the confines of the

organizations missions, they also assume goals towards particular objectives within
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these missions. Thus, the exercise of determining the CSF's of each level of

management can provide significant benefits (Rockart, 1979, p. 88)3:

r The process helps the manager to determine those factors on which he or she

should focus management attention. It also helps to ensure that those significant
factors will receive careful and continuous management scrutiny.

r The process forces the manager to develop good measures for those factors and

to seek reports on each of the measures.

¡ The identification of CSFs allows a clear definition of the amount of
information that must be collected by the organization and limits the costly
collection of more data than necessary.

t The identification of CSFs moves an organization away from the trap of
building its reporting and information system primarily around data that are

"easy to collect." Rather, it focuses attention on those data that might otherwise

not be collected but are significant for the success of the particular management

level involved.

I The process acknowledges that some factors are temporal and that CSFs are

manager specific. This suggests that the information system should be in
constant flux with new reports being developed as needed to accommodate

changes in the otganization's strategy, environment, or organization structure.
Rather than changes in an information system being looked on as an indication
of "inadequate design," they must be viewed as an inevitable and productive
part of information systems development.

I The CSF concept itself is useful for more than information systems design.

Current studies suggest several additional areas of assistance to the management

process. For example, an area that can be improved through the use of CSFs is

the planning process. CSFs can be arrayed hierarchically and used as an

important vehicle of communication for management, either as an informal
planning aid or as a part of the formal planning process.

3For fi¡rther discussions of CSFs please read Rockaf's article, "Chief Executives Define Their Own Data Needs."

Harva¡d Business Review. Vol. 57, no. 2, March-April 1979, pp. 81-93. The Center for Information Systems

Research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Sloan School of Management, also has a wealth of sh¡dies

and further information on the CSF approach, some of which is cited in this study.
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The important point, in Rocka¡t's outline of benefits, is that the exercise is not

solely computer orientated, âtrd as such the process itself can have intrinsic value.

However, for the pu{poses of this study, the objective is to obtain the critical

success factors of the executives within a community college environment. For

example, according to Cross and Fideler, the primary organization goal of the

communify college is to provide General Education, which has four associated goal

statements for the student: the "acquisition of general knowledge; achievement of

some level of basic competencies; preparation of students for further, more advanced

work; and the acquisition of skills and knowledge to live effectively in society" (Cross

and Fideler, 1989). The critical success factor associated with this mission, therefore,

is to insure that the institution gmduates students with the competencies, skills, ¿¡d

knowledge to live, work, or study within society. If this CSF is not satisfactory then

the institution has failed in its mission and must take corrective action.

The primary need, within information systems, is therefore to provide the

necessary information to test the validity of the CSF involved. This is called the prime

measure(s) of the CSF and, in this case, measures might include: average GPA of

graduating students for each course of study, average exit test results (assuming the

institution exit tests their students) for each course of study, and a ratio of the number

originally enroled to the number of graduating students for each course of study. The

important aspect of the CSFs in relation to the measures is that they are to be

determined by the manager involved during the discussions with the systems
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interviewer. It should also be noted that the CSFs and measures are not fixed entities,

but can change as the missions and goals change with the particular executive and

organization

Further, when the CSFs are determined for each level within the organization

the entire executive organizational information needs become quite apparent. This

equips the analyst with the necessary guidelines to focus energy in providing the

executives with the information services that they need, thus saving time and money in

the process.

To continue with the previous example, the Vice-President of Academics would

also be operating within the General Education Mission. However, his or her goals

might also be more specific and include a commitment to quality instruction, along

with the goal to graduate students with knowledge and competencies, which also has

implications for the overall mission. Thus, his/her CSF for this goal would be to

maintain quality instruction within all courses of study. He or she might also

determine that the measures for this CSF would be: an evaluation index from the

student evaluation summaries on the instructors, the average GPA per course by

instructor, ffid a srunmary of the instructor's professional development activity.

Once the analyst has gathered the missions, CSFs, and measures from the

various layers of the organization the task then becomes a process of information
I

systems prioritize and systems development (see figure 2-3).
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Figure 2-3. CSF Procedure for I/S Planning (Bullen and Rockart, fgEl).
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Within this step the analyst charts the various individual managers CSFs in

order to determine the CSFs which have been identified by multiple managers. These

provide an approximation of the organization's CSFs which, in tum, provide the

analyst with one or more key information data bases or data processing systems.

Retuming to our above example, the CEO identified a course results database by

groups of students, and the VP identified a course results database by instructor.

Although, in reality, the VP's CSF is really a subset of the CEO's CSF, the exercise

MGR C
DETERMINE
INDIVIDUAÏ,

CSFs

DETERMINE
PRIORTTY INFO

DAT.A, BASES &

KEY SYSTEMS
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identifies the need for course reporting, albeit in differing forms for each manager.

Nevertheless, the analyst could identiff the course database as a priority and begin to

provide the information to the mânagers in a form according to the identified measures.

Thus, the information system then provides the managers with key information

with which they can now make informed decisions. The crux of the critical success

factors approach is therefore to identify the specific factors and measures that the

organization depends on for success within the context of the manager's missions and

goals. The information then becomes truly meaningful to the manager's roles and

responsibilities and perhaps, more important, concisely presented for decision and

managerial use.

The CSF procedure is not a one time event but is an on going process that the

information analyst must constantly review. The information needs change as the

events, priorities, and managerial objectives change. Thus, the CSF approach is a

dynamic process that is conducted periodically, making the information relevant to the

decision-maker.

2.6 Conclusion

The activities, planning, and judgments that administrators make on a daily basis

are usually a result of the "bubbling up" of problems that occur at lower organizational

levels (Craft and Legere 1983). Educational administration is often chanctenzed by

poorly defined and dispersed decision-making authority and, organizational structures
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and administrative functions that tolerate overlapping responsibilities and redundancies

(Craft and Lægere 1983, 19). Although strategies exist that can compensate for some

of these administrative anomalies, the development of decision suppotr systems can

faciliøte the move to clearer functioning roles and, as a result, a more efficient

decision making process @unn & Glover, 1988). The assumption is that concise and

accurate information provided within a structured environment at the input stage will

have a positive effect on the actual day+o-day decision making process.

The Critical Success Factors approach to information analysis developed by

Rockart has direct application to the study of information requirements within the

educational environment and, in particular, to this study. Rockart has demonstrated

that the CSF methodology has merit, thus it is the approach that this study will depend

on in determining the primary information needs of the educational administrator. The

CSF approach, which ties information needs to specific managerial objectives, has the

possibility of offering education information systems managers a mechanism which

that can offer the decision support that educational administrators require. Thus, this

study will attempt to provide a potential information solution to the problem solving

activities inherent within educational management and, in particular, at the executive

level within the Manitoba Community College system.



III. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research Design

This particular study was designed as a qualitative study of the executives of

two Communify Colleges within Manitoba, utilizing the critical success factor method

as a principal means to obtain the information requirements of the organization. Main

sources of data included interviews and questionnaires of the Presidential and Vice-

presidential levels of the two colleges, ¿rs well as various documentation and researched

publications. The resulting questionnaire data were compiled and tabulated and,

together with the critical success factor's methods and researched material, conclusions

and recommendations were drawn that answered the research questions.

Again, the central research question that \ile addressed was: what are the

information requirements for an executive of a Manitoba Community College that can

be gathered in a useable form for decision making and problem solving purposes? It

was also the iruended outcome of this study to provide general recommendations for

possible information solutions.a Further, other recommendations emerged conceming

Î'he suggestcd design is ûo bc limited to suggested database systems for the managers of the collcges involved in the surdy. Th€ actual

æchnical aapccts will obviously have to bc determined by the computer specialists within lhe respective colleges, although this study may prcsent

ovcrviews and possibilities.
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the information flow within the two community college organizational sffuctures,

among the institutions, as well as to and from the MIS department.

Because of the small size of the population under study within Manitoba, the

study involved all senior administrators, i.e., the Presidents and Vice-Presidents from

two of the three colleges within Manitoba. Because of vacancies in both institutions

the final numbers interviewed included: two Vice-Presidents and the President from

Red River Community College, âtrd one Acting Vice-President and one Acting

President from Assiniboine Community College.

The interview was a personal one conducted according to the recommended

critical success factor method, i.e., 1) the investigator provided an introductory letter

and information package; 2) the investigator conducted the interviews beginning with

the Vice-presidents to determine the missions, goals, and CSFs, and affempted to

determine the measures and refine the CSF's within the same interview. A pilot

intervieflquestionnaire was conducted with one former Community College

administrator before conducting the full study to refine the questionnaire and test the

interview method.

The recommendation phase of the analysis was based on: discussions

surrounding the interviews and questionnaires, survey of relevant literahrre, examples

of other institutional solutions to similar problems, informal discussions with personnel

within the MIS departrnent who are responsible for operations of the MIS system, and

some opinions from the author of the current study. It was, however, important to
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this study that any recornmendations made be feasible, and every effort was made to

bear in mind the actual situation when recommending solutions.

3.2 Research Methods & Procedures

The research method ïvas an interview and analysis of the information

requirements of the presidents and vice-presidents of two Manitoba community

colleges. To a large extent, the methodology was based on the Center for Information

Systems Research paper "A Primer on Critical Success Factors" by Christine V. Bullen

and John F. Rockart. This paper outlined very specifically the procedures, techniques,

and methods of determining the critical success factors for executives. The procedures

included all that were recommended and are summarized in the following (Bullen and

Rockart, 1981, p 45-60):

r Determining the objectives of the interview. The interview questionnaire

was designed in two parts, the first which consisted of several questions

designed by the author to solicit general computing information, and the second

which was to determine the critical success factors of the interviewee. Four

concrete objectives were sought: 1) to understand the interviewee's organization

and the mission and role of the interviewee within the context of his

organization as the interviewee perceives them; 2) to understand the goals and

objectives of the interviewee; 3) to elicit CSFs and measures from the
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interviewee; and, 4) to assist the manager in better comprehending his/her own

information needs (Bullen and Rockart, 1981, p 45).

Pre-interview Preparation. The author of this study and interviewer

completed several steps in the preparation of conducting the study: 1) complete

familiadzation with the methods and procedures of CSF interviews and

concepts; 2) farniliartzation with the issues and trends within the community

college system; and, 3) familiaÅzation with the specific college organization and

background to be studied. The investigator then contacted and initiated the

interview process by contacting the President of each college to arrange

permission and ¿urange an interview schedule. Letters of permission and the

questionnaires were distributed ahead of time in order that the administrator

could prepare for the interview.

Interview Procedure. Once interview times were arranged the interviews

were conducted according to a prescribed format and ranged from l-ll2 to 3

hours in length. The general steps were: 1) opening the interview with a

description of the purpose and use of the study; 2) responses to Pa¡t I & tr of

the questionnaire; 3) interviewee's description of his/her Mission and Role; 4)

discussion of iruerviewee's goals; 5) developing the CSFs; 6) Prioritizing CSFs;

and, 6) determining measures and concluding the interview.
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Once the interviews were complete, the data were analyzed according to the

following recommended critical success factor method of data analysis (Bullen and

Rockart, 1981, p 61-63):

r Review CSFs. The interviewer reviewed the CSFs in terms of the managers'

roles, missions, and goals. In some cases, written summaries were provided to

the interviewer at the time of the interview; however, most often the CSFs were

clarified during the interview.

Aggregate CSFs from the Individual Manager Interviews. The

interviewer compiled the CSFs for each organization utilizing a CSF chart (a

matrix of personnel and CSFs in order to identify common information data

bases.

Determine the Measures for the Priority Systems. Once the priority

CSFs were agreed upon through the chart measures were determined from

information gathered at the interview. The data required were then established

for each information data base that is recommended.

Conclusions were then drawn from the synopsis of responses to the question

from parts I & tr, as well as from the synthesis of data analysis from the CSF

procedures. Altogether the questionnaire and interviews provided the study with much

data from which to draw information for conclusions and recommendations for the

study.
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3.3 The Research Questionnaire.

The research questionnaire was divided into three distinct parts. The third part

contained the actual critical success factors methodology of questions and was the

primary source of study information. The interviewee received a letter of introduction

conceming the interview along with a list of terminology, and a copy of the article

Chief Executives Defíne Their Own Data Needs as an iruroduction to the critical

success factors method.

The interviewee also received parts one and two of the questionnaire in order

that he/she could think about the responses and most filled in as much of the

questionnaire as possible prior to the interview. This also tended to save time for the

critical success pofion of the interview, which was the most important part of the

study.

Part one was intended to get a feel for the executive's culrent information

soqrces and needs in relation to specific business problems he/she has encountered.

The results from this section were quantified to an extent and subsequently compared

to the identified CSFs.

Part two was a survey of current computer use and was only intended to provide

basic information for possible future training requirements, as well as to identiff

certain executives who utilized computers in their managerial role.
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In total the questionnaire was designed to provide a comprehensive summary of

the executive information needs of the Communify Colleges in Manitoba and was to

provide guidelines for future information systems implementation.



IV. RESULTS

. 4.1 Interviewee Profile and Organizational Structure
,,

terms of their service, organization, and administrative profile. Therefore, it is

appropriate to continue noting this distinction throughout the description of the survey

: results.

Assiniboine Community College

Firstly, the organizational strucfure of Assiniboine Communify College is

characteraed by three top level positions, a President, a Vice-President in charge of

academic affairs, and a Vice-President in charge of administration. The former two

positions were, at the time of the interview, filled by administrators in acting status

while the latter position was unfilled, although duties were assumed by the acting vice-

president.

The Assiniboine respondents had only been in the acting positions for

approximately six months at the time of interview, although they had 27 and 25 years

respectively of post-secondary educational administrative experience.
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Assiniboine Community College is located in Brandon, Manitoba, Canada which

is a small rural city of approximately 35,000 people. The college services a wide area

consisting of the agricultural communities of Southwestem Manitoba as well as the

west central area to the north of Brandon. As such, Assiniboine College offers many

agricultural and nual communify programs extending from the Brandon Campus as

well as from a satellite campus in Dauphin, Manitoba, which is located 100 miles to

the north. The college, at its main and satellite campus, offers a flexible program of

technical and occupational education to approximately 8000 full and part time students.

The computing facility at Assiniboine Community College consists of a number

of terminals connected via a leased line which is connected to the central mainframe

located at the University of Manitoba (see appendix G). The computer system, which

is used on a time share basis, has student record, library, and financial system software

which is developed and maintained by the computer services departnent located at Red

River Communify College. Assiniboine Community College also has a VAX mini

computer which services the local administrative word processing needs of the

organization.

Red River Community College

The organizational structure of Red River Community College, being a larger

institution, has one President, and four Vice-Presidents heading the departments of

College Deveþment and Extension Services, Student Affairs, Administration, and

Academic. Two Vice-President positions were vacant at the time of the interview,
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therefore the interview consisted of the President, and the two Vice-Presidents of

Academic and Administration.

The two Vice-Presidents had been in their position for five and one-half and

seven years respectively while the President had only recently been hired and had

served only four months as President. The Red River administrators averaged

approximately 15 years of administrative experience.

In contrast to Assiniboine Community College, Red River Community College

is a large institution which services the city of Winnipeg with a population of 600,000

and the surrounding areas in the northeast and southeast sections of the province. Red

River delivers a wide range of more than 85 one and two year cefificate and diploma

courses including trades, academic, and technology programs to approximately 25,000

full and part time students.

The computing system at Red River utilizes the same computer system (see

appendix G) as does Assiniboine Community College, differing only in number of

terminals. However, Red River Community College appea$ to have an advantage in

computing ability in that they utilize a Hewlitt Packard mini system for their

administrative functions as well as word processing capabfüties. At the time of the

interviews the Red River administrators were utilizing the electronic mail and desktop

abilities of the administrative system.

It therefore should be noted when surveying the results that the difference in

size of the two institutions may be a factor in the differing responses of the
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administrators. As well, due to the proximity of the Computer Services Deparfinent

within Red River Community College, it would also appear that Red River

administrators were more aware of the current system, as well as considerably more

supportive of it.

Another caution when surveying the results of the study is to be aware that the

Assiniboine Community College administrators were relatively new to the acting

positions and they might have answered the questions in terms of their insecurities of

the position, although both administrators were well versed in community college

administration. This could be in contrast to the Red River administrators who would

probably be more comfortable in knowing what information is necessary for the

position, having been in the positions for longer periods (except in the case of the

President). However, the Assiniboine group consisted of experienced community

college administrators (as in the case of the Red River President) and thus, for the

pu{poses of this study, one can assume that the knowledge gained from overall

administrative experiences would outweigh the inexperience of the particular acting or

new position that the individual happened to be in at the time of interview.

Although the critical success factors method is meant to determine the

information needs of all deparfinents which in tum are stunmaÅzed to an

organizational level, this study ùiIl assumed that the vacant deparlrnents would

generally reflect the results of the deparnnents that were studied. In most caf¡es this is
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accurate because the incumbents (at least in the case of Assiniboine Community

College) were also minding some of the vacant position duties.

Most importantly, because the nature of the educational institution, common

threads of information requirements appear throughout each deparünent, regardless of

its differing responsibilities. It would appear at the outset that the nature of the

educational enterprise does not have greatly differing information requirements from

department to departrnent within the enterprise, in contrast to a private corporation

where departments may have widely differing information needs.

The interviews were conducted for the most paÍ in the respective

administrator's offices or in a room within the educational institution, except one

interview which was conducted outside of the institution. All interviewees appeared to

be well prepared and were quite open to discuss their information needs. The

interviews were one to two hours in length, which was adequate to conduct the

interview. The interviews were taped and the discussion followed the order that the

questions appeared in the questionnaire. The interviews were semi-formal, although

often the administrators digressed into other areas (e.g. philosophy of education) which

added credibility to the overall information they provided.

It appeared to the interviewer that the interviewees responded to the questions in

terms of their knowledge of the impending administrative changes within the Manitoba

Communify College system. They not only responded to the questions in terms of
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their past experience, but also in terms of what they thought what the future might

hold when governance arrives.

4,2 Part I Results - Information Sources and Information Needs.

Most administrators who were interviewed saw themselves as ranging from

semi-literate (N=2) to average (N=2) in the degree of computer ability, with only one

being very literate. All would be able to manipulate a computer terminal and have the

basics for training in the use the current Management Information System.

Ouestion Wt was intended to measure the reliance of computer versus non-

computer sources of information according to common categories within an educational

institr¡tion. The measnre of computer to non-computer use on the scale of always,

frequently, occasionally, seldom, and never, was meant to isolate high and low

computer use areas in relation to the reliance on non-computer information sources.

Table 4.1 summarizes the results from question one and is broken down

according to the average response from each college. The table clearly indicates

several interesting points. Although there are similar trends in use of the computer

versus non-computer sources of information between the two colleges, there are three

areas where the distinctions are obvious. Assiniboine clearly relies on non-computer

information sources in the E-mail, Administrative Functions, and Stats & Operations

5From the following list of categories of information systems indicate whether you rely mainly on computer-

based, non-computer, or a combination of information from computer and non-computer sources,
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Research, ¿rs opposed to Red River where the reliance is more to both computer and

non-computer sources.

It is interesting to note that both colleges frequently or always rely on the

computer for student record and financial information, although at the same time still

maintain non-computer sources which are frequently to occasionally depended upon.

Overall the chart does indicate that the computer is relied on as an information

source at least on an occasional basis and is therefore utilized to a large extent within

management activities. However, non-computer sources play an equal or gteater role

which would indicate that management activities are not yet atthe point where the

computer is playing the sole, or even the primary role, as the information source.

Table 4.1 Summary of Informatlon Source Average Responses
from Each College for Computer vs. Non'computer

use wlthln lnformation System Categorles
(1-Never, S-Always)

INFO CATEGORY ASSINIBOINE RED RIVER

SOURCE-> COMPUTER NON.COMP COMPUTER NON.COMP

STUDENT RECORDS 4 3.5 4.3 3.6

FINANCIAL INFO 5 3.5 4.3 3.6

COMMUNICATIVE CAP 2.5 4.5 2.6 3.6

E.MAIL 2 5 4 4

ADMIN FUNCTIONS 1 5 .t.o 4

STATS & OP RESEARCH 2 4 2.3 2.6

PERSONNEL & STAFF 2.5 4.5 4 4

RESEARCH & LIBRARY 4 2 3 2.3
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Question !wo,u was intended to gather administrative opinions as to what the

information category priorities should be, given limited resources. The results of this

question tended to be somewhat ambiguous and essentially depended on how adequate

the administrator thought the curent system category was and, further, what situations

the administrator encountered where information was not available.

If we summarize the results by looking at the top three choices of each

administrator a frequency table can be obtained which indicates the priority

information systems to be improved and/or installed. It is worthy of note that the

Student and Financial Systems lead the way among the top three choices of the

administrators with the Personnel System choice close behind. Another note of interest

is that the last choice in priority was the Research and Library System in which four

out of five administrators thought the current system was adequate and therefore

limited resources should be directed elsewhere.

\t/hat type of information system from the above list would be your priority to have installed/improved within
your offtce/deparünent, and would be most importânt to you in your role as an educational adminisEator, from which

to obtain timely and accurate computer-based information for managerial and decision making purposes?
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Table 4.2 Prlorlly lnformatlon Systems
Summarized as Number of Admlnlstrators Chooslng

lnformatlon System Category as One of the
Top Three Prlority Systems to Work on

Ouestion ttr"g.t was characterized by a description of a situation where

information was lacking when required for decision making purposes. This proved to

be a very revealing question in that it often related to and reinforced the results

obtained during the critical success factors portion of the interview. Although the

response appeared to reflect the particular bias (or departmental responsibility) of the

interviewee, the results of this question begins to direct the study towards the specific

information requirements of the administrator. Table 4.3 depicts the responses

solicited from the interview and outlines the responses which portray the various roles

and responsibilities of each administrator, each with a differing situation of information

needs.

The diverse needs suggest to the systems analyst that the administrator does not

need more rigidly defined reports, but needs to have some control over the range of

tan you describe a rccent or cunent situation(s), in terms of your management d.ecision making role, where you
have found yourself making a decision or being paÍ of a decision process where there was an obvious lack of
information, information inappropriately presented, or information not available quickly enough?

Information System Category Frequency

Student Record System 4

Financial lnformation System 4

Personnel and Staffing lnformation System 3

Administrative Functions Support System 2

Electronic Mail Capabilities 2
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information required to perform the administrative duties, and this fact would therefore

point to a need for a relational data base system with query capabilities. h all of the

c¿tses noted the administrator was required to compile the reports manually, tasks

sometimes taking hundreds of hours of work.

Table 4.3 S¡tuat¡on Where There Was A Lack of lnformatlon
and Whether ¡t was a Recurrlng Problem, lnformatlon Source Used,

and Which Informatlon Source Could Have Played a Role.
Admlnlstrator's Responses To Questlons 3-a, b, & c

In any event, question fours summarizes the administrator's overall satisfaction

with the current computer system and, interestingly enough, three administrators scored

it an eight, one scored it a nine, and one administrator scored it a low one. All in all,

8In general how satisfied are you with the cuÍent information flow and availability to your office in support of
your managerial role and goals.

A
D
M

SITUATION RECURRING
PROBLEM
(3'a)

INFO
SOURCE
(3-b)

INFO SYSTEM
PLAYED A
ROLE (3-c)

1 Retention of student records required
for rationalization of courses

Yes Manually had
to obtain
report

lmproved
Student Record
System

2 Staff planning - how many staff years
remaining and how many can hire.

Yes Manually
Personnel
record

Personnel
Management
System

3 Classroom scheduling and space
allocation. What rooms are available.

Yes Manually
analyze
timetable

Classroom
Scheduling
System

4 Cost per course, student
required

Yes Computer and
Manual
source

Combo of
Financial
Student &
Personnel

5 Graduate follow up stat¡st¡cs Yes Manualfrom
various
sources

Survey &
student record
system
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the high ranking reflects the administrator's general satisfaction with the MIS

department, although the dissenting opinion was in relation to what is possible under

other systems and he had a general felling that the system was inadequate for

information puq)oses. In fact, the dissenting opinion was quite vocal about the

inadequacy of the information being provided, not in terms of the quantity of reports,

but in terms of specific information that this particular administrator required to

perform his tasks.

Question ff ir attempting to find out if the lack of information is causing

administrative time to be wasted. The interesting result indicates that all Red River

administrators indicated no time was wasted, while Assiniboine administrators

answered that there was time wasted. 'Whether this question reflects an inadequacy in

the computer system, or whether there is a particular reporting or organizational

problem at the Assiniboine institution, is not possible to tell from the study. However,

from the discussions with Red River Administrators it was apparent that they had

deveþed automated workgroup information systems that addressed some of the more

direct information needs at that administrative level. This was in contrast to

Assiniboine Community College where manual information gathering was the normal

case, hence the sense of time being wasted. The main point here, however, is that the

central MIS system did not address these information needs for either college.

bo you find you are wasting valuable time in searching out information to suppoÍ your managerial roles and

decisions?
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I would surmise from the study that there may be a larger communication gap

between the MIS deparfment and Assiniboine then there is between MIS and Red

River. This is further substantiated by the responses to question sixlo in that the

Assiniboine administration responded that they were either sometimes or always

searching for information at the last moment, while the Red River Administrators

unanimously indicated that they were infrequently searching for information at the last

moment.

Ouestion.Wrr asks what information the administrator would want on

his/her desk on a daily basis. Three responded by requesting their daily schedule and

one responded by requesting an updated cash flow report. One did not respond at all

to the question.

Question eightr2, which has three parts to it, was responded to fairly

consistently by all five administrators. Four indicated that they sometimes, and one

indicated that he frequently, lacked adequate information in the strategic planning area.

Four indicated that they infrequently lacked information within the tactical control

area; while one indicated that he frequently lacked information within this area. All

said they infrequently lacked information in the operations control area, although most

lbo you find you are searching for infomration at the last moment before major decisions or problem-solving
sessions have to occur?

rrlf you could have any piece of information on your desk daily Íls you arrive at wort, what would that
information be?

tïn what areas of managerial ptanning and decision making do you find yourself ladcing adequate information?
Please indicaæ the degree that you lack adequate information from the following (make comments if you like):
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of the administrators were not heavily involved in the operations area of management.

Again, the dissenting administrator who indicated that he frequently lacked information

in the two areas of strategic plaruring and tactical control reflected on his previous

comments regarding time being wasted and the lack of specific information he

required.

rabre4'4iffi 
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4.3 Part II Computer Use Results

Part tr of the questionnaire surveys the administrators' use of the computer (as

opposed to information), especially in terms of his/her management activities. The

first portion of question one attempts to find out to what extent each administrator

personally utilize the computer either in his or her home or in his or her office for

management purposes.

Four out the five administrators indicated that they have access to a computer at

home or at the office (or both) for management pur?oses. V/orthy of note is that all

Red River administrators indicated that they have computer access both at home and at

DECISION AREA ALWAYS FRE.
QUENTLY

SOME.
TIMES

INFRE.
QUENTLY

NEVEH

STRATEGIC PLANNING 0 1 4 0 0

TACTICAL
CONTROL

0 1 0 4 0

OPERAT¡ONS
CONTROL

0 0 0 5 0
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the office and either frequently (1) or always (2) use the computer to obtain

information. In contrast, of the Assiniboine administrators only one indicated access to

a computer at the office only and, fufher, both indicated that they never use the

computer to obtain information. It would appear from this sfudy that the Red River

administratisn ulilize and integrate the computer more into their daily management

activities than do the Assiniboine administrators.

The results in table 4.5 indicate the use of the computer and various software

for management purposes. No particular trend can be concluded from the results of

the above questions except that the Red River administrators tend to use the computer

more, and tend to utilize the electronic mail application, than their Assiniboine

counterparts. V/ord processing is the prima¡y application used for management

activities and this would be no surprise to anyone involved in a educational institution.

Other applications seem to vary in use with no particular trend apparent except

to note that the telecommunications and graphics applications are towards the low use

end of the continuum. The Assiniboine administration group does not ulilize a local

area network for administrative purposes while Red River does. This may indicate

why some applications and information are not being utilized at Assiniboine

Community College for administrative purposes.
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Table 4.5 Admlnlstrator's Use of Computers
ln Home/Off lce/Department

ADMINISTRATOR
KEY: 1-NEVER, 2-SELDOM,
3-OCCAStON,
4.FREQUENTLY, s.ALWAYS

1

A
c
c

2
A
c
c

ACC
AVG

3
R
R
c
c

4
R
R
c
c

5
R
R
c
c

RR
cc
AVG

ACC
&
RR
cc
AVGQUESTION

2. Personally use
computer

2 1 1.5 3 3 4 3.3
2.4

3. Offlce Staff use
computer

4 4 4.0 4 4 5 4.3
4.2

44. Word Processlng 5 5 5.0 4 4 5 4.3
4.7

48. Spreadsheet 4 1 2.5 3 4 3 3.3
2.9

4C. Database 3 1 2.0 1 4 1 2.0
2.0

4D. Graphlcs 1 3 2.0 3 3 1

2.3 2.2

4E.. Telecomunlcatlons 1 1 1.0 1 1 1

1.0 L0

4F. lntegrated software 3 3 3.0 3 4 1

2.7 2.9

4G. Electronlc Ma¡¡ 3 3 3.0 3 4 5
4.0 3.5

4H. Other 1 1 1.0 1 1 1

1.0 1.0

TOTAL AVERAGE 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.6 3.2 2.7
2.8 2.7

5. Utillze Local Area
Network

No No Yes Yes Yes

4.4 Part III Results: Missions, Goals, and CSFs.

The final portion of the questionnaire is the heart of the study and the purpose is

to determine the administrator's and the organization's CSFs. Therefore, the majority
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of the interview time with each administrator was spent discussing his or her respective

missions, goals, and CSFs.

For proper analysis, according to Bullen and Rockart (1981), the study will

analyze each administrator's individual CSFs in order to determine each college's

CSFs (see figure 2-3). Once each college's CSFs are established the study will chart

the respective CSFs to determine the entire organization's CSFs. For the purposes of

our study, we are suggesting that each college is a departrnent of one large

organization known as the Manitoba Community College System. Given that all

colleges utilize the same MIS deparnnent, offer the same or similar transferable

prbgrams, and are driven by corporate missions and goals through a central department

(the Department of Education and Training as pafi of the Manitoba Govemment), the

model is appropriate.

Some clarification of the process and purpose of CSF determination, in the

context of the study, is appropriate at this point in order that the inten¡iew outlines

have significance within the overall framework of educational management. CSF

determination is an both an evolutionary and metamorphic process. The process

logically begins at the top of the organization with its universal missions. From this

point each administrator, from the perspective of his/her own departrnent, determines

deparfinental objectives and goals which support the organizational mission. As

previously stated, the critical success factors are "the relatively small number of truly

important matters on which a manager should focus her attention" (Bullen and Rockart,
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1981, p. l2). Thus, throughout this portion of the interview I attempted to assist the

administrator to outline his/her goals and objectives within his/her department that

supported the organizational mission.

Figure 4-L. CSF Process and Information Management Loop. An
Interrelated Management and Information Systems Model. (Author)

Once these were established the next step during the interview was to identify

those factors which were critical to accomplish those goals. The measures therefore

IMPT,EMENT.A.TION
E MONITORING

INFORIIATION
SYSTEM
REPORTS

CSE'' S TO ATT.A,IN GO.ALS
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become the information (computer or non-computer generated) necessary for the

information systems personnel to provide as feedback to the administrator as to

whether or not the implementation of the specific goal was working or not (see

figure 4-1).

In reality, the CSF process is as much a management process as it is an

information systems process. In fact, the intent of the CSF procedure, as deveþed by

Rockart, is to be the bridge between the management of an organization and its

information systems department. The resulting feedback from the information systems

(CSF measures) therefore becomes the tool for managing the organization.

Although our stated pufpose is to determine the information requirements of

senior level management, we are, in reality, determining an interrelated management

and information systems model for the Community Colleges.

For example, if a college were to determine one of its missions to be a better

retention rate for students, then an administrative goal may be determined as the setting

of a ørget retention rate (e.g. as a per cent) for each course that falls within

deparEnental juristiction. The manager in charge of the department would then

implement policies which would reflect ttris departmental goal. The CSF for this goal

would therefore be whether the respective percent retention target for each course was

reached, i.e. for the goal to be successful, the respective targets would have to reached

to the predetermined percent. The role of the information system would be to report

the retention rates on a regular basis and would become the primary management tool
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(within the feedback loop). This interaction between information reporting and

management therefore becomes the mechanism for goal accomplishment, or at the very

least, a means of goal monitoring and managing the goal implementation.

In respect to the study at hand it should be noted that we are studying five

administrators at one moment in time and that our management and information

systems model is, in reality, a fluid and dynamic process. Thus, the study concentrated

on a few priority CSFs for each administrator as a sample method of determine CSFs

for the respective department and organization, however did not purport to determine

comprehensively all of the possible CSFs.

Therefore, the ensuing discussion will firstly concentrate on each college's CSFs

and then proceed to an aggregate discussion of the organizational CSF chart. The

discussion for each college will outline each administrator's perception of his/herl3

individual missions, roles, and goals within the organization and attempt to relate these

to their particular CSFs. The sfudy will, however, limit the final aggregate analysis to

five sample priority CSFs for each administrator in order to keep the data manageable

and results useable for IS planning. Finally, I will then discuss the implications for the

MIS department and for IS future planning.

lThroughout the interyiew descriptions we will refer to the administrator by using the male pronouns hirn, his,

or he. This is to provide a degree of anonymity for the one female administrator who was interviewed.
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Assiniboine Community College CSFs

The mission and goal statement for Assiniboine Community College was

currently under revision (see Appendix E) at the time of interview; however our

interview discussions generally reflected each administrator's roles and goals within

respective deparfrnental responsibilities. For example, the Acting Vice-President of

Academics/Community Programs viewed his missions as:

I To provide opportunities for students in the college to take the haining

they desire.

r To make the college accessible for all people who wish to take training.

I To react to student needs in terms of their self development and growth.

I To provide skills for students seeking future employment.

I To provide an environment for staff and administration to be able to

deliver the training to students.

Further, this same administrator viewed his roles as:

r To obtain resources (human and fiscal) to accomplish his goals.

I To allocate and reallocate resources.

¡ To approve the expenditures necessary.

r To plan for future directions, recofiunend the discontinuation of

programs, and plan for future staff development.

I To evaluate staff, progfams, outcomes, student results, and follow-ups.

I To determine the cost factors for delivery of courÍies.
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In terms of his prescribed missions and roles he also viewed his specific goals

¿ts:

t To determine information of staff years utilizsd and carry overs by June

of 1991.

t To determine classroom space and availability for future programming by

June of 1991.

r To know the remainder of the budget and financial shape of the college

by August of 1991.

I To identify new programs, short and long term, before Aptil 1991.

I To review a certain number of programs by June 1992.

t To develop an operational plan for the entire college.

I To meet informally with all staff and students.

r To develop a cost analysis system by June t993.

Once we were able to establish a set of specific goals, the interview proceeded

to establish a set of critical success factors which are necessary to accomplish these

goals. Thus, we isolated several main CSFs for the above administrator (in priority

order):

r To determine the human resources allocated and utilized within the

college as of any given date.

t To determine what budget amount is available and what amount has been

utilized for each budget centre as of any given date.
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To determine what classroom space is available at any given period of

the day.

t To determine the daily cost of any given course and deparfinent.

r To determine college enrolment data for any given type of student and

course.

The President of Assiniboine College had a similar set of missions, roles, and

goals and are respectively outlined as follows:

t To provide the most appropriate education and training that will

contribute to the wealth of the Province and to the social and economic

well being of its citizens. Secondarily, he also saw his mission to

articulate the vision of the community college in a clear and competling

way and help move the college orgarrizationally towards the

accomplishment of the mission.

He further saw his roles in support of the mission as to:

r Reposition the college to meet emerging training needs.

r Identify tasks required in order to achieve this re-positioning.

r Restructure the college to provide effective and economic training.

I Provide a method communication of information and decision making

mechanism for all managers.

I Insure that people are appropriately prepared to fulfil their role.

t Manage costs in a manner that's consistent with the budget.
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He also defined his target goals as follows:

I To identify training needs.

¡ To identify tasks required and people required to perform the tasks.

r To identify space utilization and requirements.

r To determine enrolment trends.

t To insure that spending is consistent with budget allocations.

r To have an ongoing needs driven staff development program in place by

September of 1991.

Thus, the President determined his critical success factors to support his goals

I To determine the financial health of the organization by ensuring that

expenditures ate consistent with historical expenditures and budgeted

amounts.

r To determine the current global staff assignments and skill sets.

I To determine whether the curent curricula and courses are relevant to the

market place.

I To determine enrolment stafus and patterns within the community college.

From the above descriptions it is now possible to determine the critical success

factors of the organization, these are summartzed in table 4.5.



Vlce-President Presldent

determine human resources determine financial health

determ¡ne budget available determine statf assignments

determine classroom space determine course relevance

determine course costs determine enrolment status

determine enrolment data
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Table 4.5 Ass¡nlboine Communlty College CSFs
Priorltlzed (top to bottom)

Although the similarities are obvious, the priorities are somewhat different and,

in the author's opinion, generally reflect the perceived priorities of their respective

positions. It is worthy to note that the top two priorities, financial and human

resources, especially given the current economic state of the community colleges, are

in alt probabilify reflective of the current decision making demands on the

administrators. The implications for the information system planners are equally

obvious, however, prior to discussing this aspect of the factors, the critical success

factors of Red River Community College should be analyzed.

Red River Community College CSFs.

Three administrators were interviewed at Red River Community College and

each interview is summa¡ized into missions, roles, goals, and CSFs.

The Vice-President of Academics described his missions as follows:

r To provide quatity education to Manitoba residents.
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¡ To maintain access and opportunity for all people who wish to further

their education to participate in community college programs.

I To provide support for students in order to retain them in the programs

they have chosen.

r To meet the needs of the community as well as the students who attend

the college.

The Vice-President also described his role as simply to coordinate, encourage,

direct, and facilitate the people and organization towards the accomplishment of the

missions and goals, which he outlined in his target goals as:

r To contribute to student success by providing strategies to improve

retention.

I To evaluate programs (one per year).

I To revise academic procedures.

r To improve the quality of instruction and consult with the student

association on program quality.

I To determine the cost of programs.

¡ To determine a classroom scheduling process.

Therefore, the resulting CSFs were determined from the above as follows:

I To determine human resources budgeted, expended, and required.

r To determine budget expended and costs associated with programs.

I To determine student enrolments and attrition rates.
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r To determine program success and failures.

I To determine classroom usage and vacancies.

On the other hand, the Vice-President of Administration and Student Affairs

described his missions ¿N:

I To provide suppoÍ services to programs.

r To provide sound accounting services and business practices.

r To provide support and environment which will allow students to move

through the college successfullY.

His role in support of these missions was described as to set the tone and

attitudes of services that the college provides, to deveþ relationships with managers

and to support lower level managers' objectives.

Some of his goals were outlined as follows:

r To develop a costing system and strengthen cost accounting methods and

procedures.

I To improve the telephone system.

t To develop a student success model.

r To develop a physical space classroom system.

I To develop an office automation system.

r To review expenditures.

Within these goals the following CSFs were then identified:

r To determine accurately the financial cash flow for the organization.
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r To determine whether physical resources were utilized effectively.

t To determine the success of the student process.

I To determine physical space usage and requirements.

The President saw his missions as identical to the missions included in the

overall mission statement of Red River Community College (see appendix F) and,

fufher, saw his role as facilitating the organization towards the accomplishment of

those missions. However, he also saw his goals as follows:

I To realign programming in order to support economic growth and

renewal.

I To maintain a successful conversion to govemance.

r To increase the entry level enrolment of high school graduates.

r To increase coruse offerings and part time enrolment in extension and

regional centres.

I To increase the co-op and work placement modes of delivery.

I To increase access for, and retention of, Native students.

t To improve graduation rates.

t To improve the organizational climate and culture.

r To improve the staff development process.

From the interview, the identified critical success factors were defined as

follows:
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r To determine whether the college can successfully move to college

govemance.

t To determine the financial status of the college.

I To determine student enrolment patterns.

I To determine human resource status and requirements.

Thus, the organizational CSFs can be summarized as in table 4.6.

The similarities are as equally striking as those within the Assiniboine

Community College group. Again the emphasis appears to be on the financial health

of the organization, which is not surprising given the changes which are occurring

within the community college system in Manitoba. The stage is now set for a look at

the combined CSF table for the two community colleges.
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Table 4.6 Red River Community College CSFs
Prlorltized (top to bottom)

4.5 CSF Anatysis of both Community Colleges

According to Bullen and Rockart the analysis of the whole organization CSFs

are to be charted to indicate "key information data bases or data processing systems

which should receive priority in the information systems deveþment process" (Bullen

and Rockart, 198L, p. 39). Thus, øble 4.7 indicates the combined CSF chart with the

indicated key information systems. The numbers indicate the priority each

administrator affached to a particular data base system; if all administrators chose a

particular data base, then that system would be deemed to be a key system. Although

a costing system is of low priority according to the chart, some of the administrators

indicated that costing information should be provided as part of the financial system

VP Academlc VP AdmIn & SA Presldent

determ¡ne Human Resources determine financial cash flow determine success of move to
Governance

determine budget information determine efiective use of
resources

determine financial status of
organization

determine student enrolments determine student success
rates

determine student enrolment
patterns

determine program success determine physical space
requirements

determine human resources

determine classroom
scheduling
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and, as such, the measure chart will reflect costing information requests within the

financial data base.

Although the chart indicates the general key database systems requested by the

administrators, when they were asked to attach measures to the particular database

system, the information required became more specific.

Table 4.7 CSF Chart - Community Colleges of Manitoba
(Bullen and Rockart, 1981)

Asslnibolne and Red Rlver Communlty Colleges
(Each Number Reflect the Respective Priorlty,

Shaded Areas Refer to Prlorlty Database Systems)

EXEC/C
SFs

FINANC
IAL

HUMAN
RESOURCE

CLASS
ROOM
SCHED

COSTING
SYSTEM

STUDENT
ENROLL

PROGRAM
succEss

M
I

S
c

RRCC
Pres

VPl
VP2

:.:.:.:^:.:.:.:.:.:.:.ì.: : : :,: ::::: :::

: 
.:j::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: r::::::: : :. : :.

5
4

4
1

2

ACC
Pres
VPl

3 4
3

Table 4.8 summarizes some of the measures that administrators attached to the priority

data bases. The study attempted to solicit specific information requests and these are

reflected in the measures table. The classroom scheduting system, which is not noted

on the chart was noted by several measures and report requests: room usage report,
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vacancies by room, number of student in a classroom by hour, number classrooms

utilized and their capacity, and general room booking system.

Table 4.8 Data Base Measures Specif¡c lnformatlon Requests

The CSF portion of the study reinforces the results of part I which also indicate that

the three most important information systems were the financial, student enrolment,

and human resource management systems.

However, the above information in Table 4.8 does not make practical sense unless

fhere is differentiation of CSF measures according to each administrator. That is, the

information systems personnel need to know specifically what information is required

for administrators to accomplish particular goals, in order that the information system

Financlal Student Enrolment Human Resource

T"letl of budget per
department and division on
monthly basis (operation &
capital)

Student graduation rate by
category, average GPA, o/o

employed in field

dollar and statf year allocated
to dollar and staff year
expended by department

Operating Cost per student per
program cost per full time
equivalent student

Weekly application status
compared to last two years,
ratlon of application accepts,
attdtion vs successes on full
time equivalent, age & gender
analysis

skill analysis with 'tombstone
data'
and development data
planned vs. actual statf years
per department expended to
data with variance on monthly
basis.

One page report on revenue
sources and expenditures by
department

Student contact hours per
instructor per year enrolment
by category

# of vacant positions in full
time
# of staff years allocated per
department

budget vs actual with variance
by department on monthly
basis.

current wait list status, current
enrolments and attrition rate by
program

Cost analysis utilizing facility
size, statf, capitalization,
operating costs, and overhead.
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can accommodate and facilitate the goal monitoring and implementation process.

Consider the following Tables for the specific requirements for each administrator:

Table 4.9 Assinibolne Communlty Coltege-presldent
Admlnistratlve CSFs and lnformailon Requlrements

To insure spending is
consistent with budget
allocations

determine financial health of
organization

1. Exception Report:
Overspent areas (forecast) by
program and department on a
monthly basis.
2. Historical: Report to insure
that expenditures are
consistent with history
(comparative).
3. Budget: Regular report on
budget, expended, committed,
uncommitted, and variance.
4. Costs: cosUprogram,
costffull time equivalent
student.

ldentify tasks required and
people required to perform the
tasks.

Determine statf assignments. Work Load Reports: 1.
Number of Students per
lnstructor
2. Contact
Hrs/lnstructor/week/year by
program
3. lnstructor summary report
by subject.
4. Administrative services
report.
5. Overtime Report.
6. Skills analysis report for
eacfi statf member.

ldentify training needs Determine course relevance to
market place

1. cyclical review information
2. success rate report (%
finished program)
3. Student job obtained,
employer satisfact¡on, and
starting salary report atter
completion of program
4. CosVgraduate
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Goal CSF lnformatlon
Requlred

Determine enrolment trends Determine enrolment status 1. Number of applications
received per program
compared to last two years on
weekly basis.
2. Ratio of applications to
acceptances
3. Attrition and success rates
per full time equivalent student
4. Age, ethnic, and gender
analysis of student population
graph reports

Table 4.10 Assinlboine Communlty College-Vlce Pres¡dent
Admlnlstrative CSFs and lnformat¡on Requirements.

Goal CSF Informatlon
Hequirements

Determine statf years utilized
and carry overs

Determine Human Resources -
Days and weeks of staff time
expended as of any given date

Dollars and Staff years
allocated to dollars and staff
years expended by department

To know remainder of the
budget and financial shape of
the college

Determine what budget is
available, been utilized
according to category as of any
given date.

Summary report of budget vs
expenditures according to
department on daily basis.

Determine classroom space
and availability

Determine free classrooms at
any given period of day

Utilization report: number of
students in classroom by hour.
Classroom report:
capacity, schedule, use, and
availability

To develop a cost analysis
system

Determine course costs Summary report:
CosVday by department and
course

To review Programs Determine enrolment data Student enrolment by course
and status(age, gender, and
ethnic group)
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Table 4.11 Red Rlver Community College-Presldent
Adm¡nlstratlve CSFs and lnformat¡on Requlrements.

Goal csF lnformatlon
Requlrement

Successful conversion to
govemance

Determine whether there has
been a successful move to
govemance

Survey and performance
review of Board of Governors

All Goals Determine financial status of
organization

1. Revenue sources to
expenditures analysÍs, actual
and projected by department
(one page)
2. Budget allocated by
department

Increase entry level enrolment,
part-time enrolment, and
Native enrolment (and
retention)

Determine student enrolment
and retention pattems

1. current and projected
enrolment patterns by program
2. Graduation rates by
program

lmprove staff development,
organization climate, and other
goals.

Determine human resources 1. Demographic report-age by
department
2. Contact hours by instructor
3. Staffing by number of
chairpersons and coordinators

Table 4.12 Red Rlver Communlty Gollege-Vlce Prestdent Academic
Admln¡stratlve CSFS and lnformafion Requ¡rements.

Goal csF lnformation
Requlrement

All goals Determine human resources Number of planned vs actual
Staff years per department
and expended to date with
variance (vacancies) on
monthly basis
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Goal CSF lnformatlon
Requ¡rement

Determine budget expended
and costs

Determine budget and cost
information

1. (Operational budget)
Percent lett in budget per
code, department, and division
on bi-weekly basis
2. (Capital budget) Percent lett
per department and division on
bi-weekly basis
3. (Operation Costs) Cost per
student per program.
4. Exception reports:
overexpenditure, over
commilments, over staff years,
and low enrolment polentials.

To improve sludent enrolments
and retention rates

determÍne student enrolment
and attrition

1. Current enrolment and
attrition by program
2. Wait list information
3. Percent graduation and
employment rate

To evaluate programs, improve
quality of instruction

To determine program success 1. Student employment rate in
related jobs
2. Summary report: evaluation
from employers, students,
graduates, advisory, and staff
per program.

To determine a classroom
scheduling process

Determine classroom
scheduling

1. Room usage report
2. Vacancy report
3. Room booking system (e.9.
motel)

Table 4.13 Red Rlver Community College-Vlce Presldent Admlnlstratlon and Student Affalrs
Admlnlstratlve CSFs and lnformatlon Requ¡rements.

Goal CSF lnformatlon
Requirement

Review expenditures and
develop costing system

Determine financial cash flow 1. CosUprogram, cosUstudent
2. Budget vs actualwith
variance by department and
division on monthly basis

Provide support services Determine effective use of
resources

Number of projects per year
completed, planned and
unplanned
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Goal CSF lnformation
Requlrement

To develop a student success
model

Determine student succêss
rates

Reports: Student by category
(age, etc), average GPA vs
history, percent graduation,
percent employed in field.

To develop a physical space
classroom system

Determine physical space
requirements

Classrooms utilized and
vacancies

The implications of this study for the MIS deparnnent, which is responsible for

alranging for the information to get to the administrator, are important when considering

which information system to work on and which repotrs are of most use to the

administrator. The CSF method is essentially a planning tool which involves the

procedures as discussed above and the generation of specific information data bases on

which the administrator may begin to base his/her decisions. The information that this

study provides to the information system planner can be outlined as follows:

r The financial health of the organization is of primary concern to the administrator

and he/she requires to know budget information on a regular basis, program costs

and expenditures, as well as revenue and expense information. This information

must be timely, regular, and in a concise format in order to facilitate decision

making activities.

r The student enrolment activities are of concem to the administrator also, and

include corrse enrolment figures, attrition rates, success (graduation) rates, as well

as gender and categorical information. Wait lists, application status reports, and

other historical trends will also be of interest to the administrator who is
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increasingly having to make decisions according to a customer (student) driven

model.

r The human resource information is also important to the administrator since he/she

is required to know what staff is available to deliver sometimes unscheduled

courses requested by the community. Questions like: 'What staff development do

we need?, What is the staff tumover rate?, What is the average age of the faculty?,

are becoming increasingly important as administratots are faced with complicated

human resource planning processes.

I Other information is also required of the administrator to complete his/her strategic

decision processes. Decisions surrounding what programs to cut and what

classroom space is available require accurate information.

I Specific information requirements were outlined which supported the specific goals

of each administrator. The CSF process itself is a useful tool, not only to

determine the information required, but also to refine the organizational and

administrative missions and goals.

The picture that the community college administrator presented to the author of this

study is that if the administrator can have accurate and up-to-date information on the

financial health of the organization, student enrolment data, and human resource

information, to support his/herpa¡ticular goals the decisions facing the modem educational

administrator become less subjective and more accurate. Rather than being a luxury,

executive information systems are quickly becoming a necessity in order for the
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organization to survive, or beffer, in order to maintain a degree of efficiency for quality

educational programming.

Manual counts of information are rarely accurate and, given the time they take to

complete, are no longer an efficient means to gather information. However, the

information system planners must begin to look awây from the traditional transaction

based systems and plan their deveþment with information decision making support

questions in mind. This is not to say that computer systems a¡e the answer to all

information requirements in all cases. There is, and probably will always be, a need for

non-computer generated information. In fact, within ourproposed Management Feedback

Model, we are not suggesting that all information be computer generated. IVhat is

necessary, however, is that the information be timely, accurate, and specifically address

the critical success factors that are derived from the specific goals of management. Thus,

the ideal system would encompass a variety of information generated from different

sources, including formal computer reports, informal computer inquiries, and other non-

computer information sources, including informal conversations.

This study presents the information system planner with support to deveþ such

comprehensive feedback systems within the Manitoba Community College environment,

and it is hoped that the information provided herein can provide an impetus for, at the

very least, further administrative information system sfudies and research.



V. CONCLUSION.

5.1 Conclusions and Information Solution Recommendations.

A few conclusions can be drawn from the data summa¡ized from Part I of the

questionnaire:

I The use of the computer is integrat to the management process in the two

community colleges, with most administrators indicating that they occasionally or

frequently rely on computer-based information for management activities.

r Computer-based information is not totally relied on within management activities

as administrators indicated non-computer sources being equal or more often relied

on within their management activities.

r Red River Communify College administrators rely on computer based information

more heavily than do their counterpafis at Assiniboine Communiry Cotlege in

certain information source categories.

I There appears to be less adequate information at Assiniboine Community College

than at Red River Community College.
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r All administrators could outline situations where a lack of adequate information

existed and, further, where improved information systems could have benefited

their particular task.

r The administrator's top three priorities indicated that improvements could be made

on the Student Record System, the Financial Information System, and the Personnel

and Staffing Information System in that respective order. Through informal

discussions there appeared to be a need for links and the ability to relate

information among all three systems.

The essential conclusions that can be drawn from this sfudy arise from the answers

to the initial problem statement and questions that the study originally proposed. The

study has determined the general areas of information requirements which are important

to the community college administrator and were identified as: the financial system, the

student enrolment system, the human resource management system, and to a lesser extent,

classroom management and course evaluation systems. The administrators perceived these

systems as being the most helpful in assisting in their decision-making processes.

However, these are relatively obvious conclusions that directly confirm what

the literature has already told us and, further, due to their generality are not that useful in

practice. Nevertheless, there is one key conclusion that can be drawn from this particular

study. The process of CSF determination is in itself a worthwhile endeavour and, further,

the Integrated Management Information Systems (trWS) model that was developed as a
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result of this study is a model that has direct application to the educational envitonment,

especially to the Manitoba Community Colleges.

Although the adminisfiators knew what they had to do in terms of their goals, and

outlined these clearly during the interview process, they did not necessarily always fit into

the prescribed overall organizational mission. That is, the Departnent of Education,

through the Minister of Education, has a set of missions and goals that it sees as necessary

for the overall public good. The college's missions and goals should be, in theory, a

subset of the Departrnent's goals and missions and, if accomplished, should support the

realization of the Deparünent's mission. Further, the respective college departments,

through the associated vice presidents, would also have missions and goals which, in turn,

suppof the achievement of the college mission and goals. It was apparent during the

course of the study that the missions and goals were not necessarily clearly defined,

especially at the vice-presidential level, and, in some cases, were in isolation from the

main organizational mission and goals.

The CSF process and the IMIS model depend on clearly defined and integrated

organizational missions and goals at all levels. The role of CSF identification, in terms

of information systems, is to support management by identifying management

performance, i.e. to see if organizational goals are achieved. The IMIS model is the

framework and the CSF approach is the mechanism to use existing information systems

to support the management process, specifically to monitor goal achievement.
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If we reflect back on the initial problem statement from chapter one, i.e. to

determine the information requirements of Community College administrators, it is

apparent that the study has determined a sample of some of the priority information needs

and were outlined in Tables 4.9 to 4.13. Thus, the initial inquily has been satisfied and,

more importantly, the CSF process has been successfully determined to be an ongoing

method of systems analysis.

From the interviews and CSF procedure the study was also able to answer the

questions which were posed from the initial problem statement.

Question 1: What kind of decisions and problem-solving activities do

educational administrators usually perform? The study determined that the

administrator is involved in problem solving and decision activities that could utilize all

of the above information systems. The administrator, within his/her role as monitor,

makes decisions conceming the continuance. or non-continuance of courses and/or

programs and, as such, requires student retention and success rates as well as costing

information in order to determine the cost/benefit of any particular program. The

administrator, as a monitor and resource allocator, requires information on staff planning,

classroom scheduling, and financial status information in order to determine whether the

human and physical resources are available to provide quality programs.

The study has determined that more information is required to support the

administrators' activities in the areas of strategic planning and tactical control decision

operations. This is reinforced throughout the study when the administrators consistently
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referred to daily decision tasks when college wide programplanning and budget allocation

determinations were being made. Clearly the study has reinforced the necessity for

information decision support for the administrators.

Question 2: What kind of information can educational administrators

use that would improve the quality of these decisions and their resulting

problem solutions? The administrators that were interviewed indicated three main areas

of concem: financial, human resource management, and student enrolment. They furttrer

specified precise meariures or reports that would improve the quality of their decisions (see

table 4.8) and indicated what areas they currently utilize information systems for decision

support activities (see table 4.1). Although the specific information required varies

slightly from administrator to administrator, the common thread that binds them all is the

fact they require specific information which is accurate and timely in order to fulfil their

responsibilities and to perform their problem sglving activities well.

Question 3: What type of information processing solutions can therefore

be recognized for the educational administrator that can be utilized within

his/her daily decision processes? The study did not directly answer the final question

which was posed by the original problem statement. Instead, the study provided the

background information from which several solutions can be contemplated. Therefore,

the following recommendations can be determined from the results of the study:
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That Computer Services implement the IMIS model and CSF process of

information determination within the management of Manitoba

Community Colleges.

study has concluded that the CSF process is a viable means of

determining the information requirements for college administrators. Secondly, it

has shown that it can also be integrated within management functions and processes

as a method to ameliorate goal achievement and monitoring. This IMIS model,

developed from the results of the sfudy, has direct application to Community

College management as a method of evaluating the management and reporting

process.

A distributed data processing model is recommended for consideration

in future IS planning.

The study indicated that there were differing needs between the two

community colleges participating in the study. This leads to one conclusion that

a distributed data processing model could be an appropriate solution to meet the

differing information requirements of each college. This is reinforced by other

research which indicates that distributed computing "expands the role of other

administrative departments in developing and managing the automation of their

own operational processes" (Ryland, 1988, p.32). Whether this takes the form of
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centrally maintained data bases which are down loaded daily, or tnre distributed

processing where portions of the data bases are maintained locally, is of no

consequence to the administrator whose only concem is the information gleaned

from the system.

The decentralization of computing is an issue which has attracted attention

in recent literature and the trends and benefits appear to be obvious. Kissler

suggests that "the decentralization of computing makes sense, because decisions

should be made by someone who knows the academic programs and understands

the computing needs in the departrnents" (Kissler, 1,988, p.49).

To provide further compu¡s¡ f¡aining for the administrators. Aftndr

the administrators were computer users to varying degrees, and most were

competent users, further training for administrators would be appropriate, especially

in terms of the range of computer information possibfüties available to them.

During the study interviews it became evident to the author that if the

administrators weÍe to be more lnowledgeable about what is possible in terms of

the capability of computer information systems, then the responses could have beert

different and, as well, would help communication with the systems personnel.

Ideally, the training would involve EES systems and other training that addresses

management concems. Training is a necessary ingredient, for managers and lower

level slaff nliks, to the dishibuted data base model where the resulting enhanced
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productivity can only be achieved when "an investment in the necessary training

is made" (Ryland, 1988, p. 31).

To develop or purchase the necessary software in order to provide a

decision support system and/or an executive support system.

The administrators \ryere unanimous in their use of computer based

information for management activities. The results of the study indicated that

specific management information requests were not available, or not available

readily, which demonstrates that an information system that addresses management

concems is certainly needed. More than one administrator, during the interview,

stated that there are re¿ìms of paper reports available, but they could not easily

summarize and extract the information they required and, secondly, did not have

the time to do it. This occured in spite of constant requests from the govemment

for specific management information.

Additionally, non-computer sources were still equally used where the

computer could have performed the function more efficiently, which would indicate

deficiencies in the computer based information system. Further, the described

information currently being provided to the administrators was of an historical

nature more than of a predictive nature. It was apparent from the sfudy that the

administrative decisions being made required more sophisticated modelling

techniques, e.g. predicting sfudent enrolments. Therefore a more formal Decision
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Support System and Executive Support System would be appropriate in order to

provide the modelling solutions for the relatively unstructured problems

administrators face.

Current literature indicates that executive support systems can improve the

administrative process. For example, Rockart and Delong indicate six ways that

executive support systems can improve organization planning and confrol:

1. Improvements in existing corporate or divisional reporting systems.

2. The redesign of management reporting systems to focus more
strikingly on factors critical to managing the business.

Changes in planning and forecasting processes.

An ability to perform ad hoc analysis using customized information
data bases.

5. The enhancement of personal communication links enabling
executives to stay on top of critical activities in the organization.

6. Improved program management capabilities in project-orientated
firms. (Rockart & Delong, 1.988, p. 95)

\Vithin educational literature the uses of decision support systems have

recently become a predominant component of the academic decision making

processes. Jedamus suggests that decision suppof systems hold great promise for

academic institutions, especially within the strategic and tactical planning areas,

however he cautions that effective decision support management is also necessary

(Jedamus, 1984). Dunn and Glover likewise suggest that tactical decisions can be

3.

4.
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supported through decision support systems, although they recommend multi-

campus collaboration @unn and Glover, 1988).

Commercial ESS and DSS systems are available which can be implemented

into eústing computer systems. One such system, the Policy Analysis and

Simulation System (PASS), is a microcomputer-based modelling system which can

be used by educational administrators, policy-makers, and planners to simulate and

forecast under conditions of environmental uncertainty, the impact of strategic

policies on the projected trends and goals of educational performance (Adams,

1939). Pilot software and Commander by Comshare are two examples of many

commercial products which are more generic in nature, but could be applied to the

educational enterprise.

The essence, however, of an ESS system is to provide operating data for

management use. Existing coqporate (or, in this case, educational) data can be

simply tapped by knowing how to present the resulting information. The current

reporting system at the community colleges ulilizes paper reporting and it has been

suggested by administrators in the study interviews that it is often difficult to

extract the appropriate information from the re¿ìms of listings.

An ESS system typically uses electronic reporting (screens) and consists of

three functions: drill down, which begins at a high level report and allows for the

searching of greater detail at lower levels; trend analysis, which allows for
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reporting of historical trends; and, exception reporting, which tracks those items

which a¡e out of line (Friend, 1987).

To designate a Chief Information 0fficer to coordinate the information

needs of the institution.

Given the democratization and increased scope of computing and

information technology, as well ¿ts the increasing information needs of

management, there is a need for someone to coordinate, communicate, and jointty

plan the institutional computing needs with adminstration and computing services.

The study results reinforced this tenet and demonstrated that management

information needs were comprehensive and specific, if management goals were to

be achieved. Further, communication problems were apparent between computer

services and management, especially with Assiniboine Community College. This

is not unusual given the mind sets of the two separate divisions. Computer

services tend to be technically orientated while management tends to be

organizationally orientated. To bridge this gap requires a percon who is a manager

with information systems training orknowledge who can identify information needs

and communicate these effectively to the systems persorurel. Additionally, the

constant monitoring of information is essential if the organization is to meet its

missions and objectives.
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Therefore, the appointrnent at a senior level of a CIO (Chief Information

Officer), who is more likely to be a computer competent faculty member than a

technological leader, would facilitate the information and computing needs of the

institution (Hawkins, 1988). The CIO is an objective advisor, putting forth what

is in the best interests of the organization, and focuses on working with the

business units to leam their business operations and suggest ways to use

information effectively (Gitmore, 1991).

The community colleges can therefore utilize such a person dedicated to

managing information needs and coordinating the information flow to the

administration. To further illustrate this point, during one of the interviews an

administrator relayed the description of a recent information problem he had

encountered. He required some past student enrolment information which could

not be summarized and obtained from the current MIS system and therefore he had

to have one staff member spend three months summarizing the information from

original sfudent registration forms. A CIO could have assisted in obtaining the

information by working with the computer department in order to gather the reports

from the current computer system.
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To formulate a long range information services plan for the colleges (or

each college).

Many educational institutions have deveþed, or are in the process of

developing, long range information systems plans. These plans usually include a

mission statement and goals, a cument situation sunmary including strengths and

weaknesses, plaruring strategies and directions, and resource projections including

costs and benefits. These plans are comprehensive blueprints for the provision of

all computing services for the institution.

The results of this study indicate that there is no comprehensive blueprint

for providing information to the two colleges. The current system appears to

address information needs on a piecemeal basis through regular management

reports which often do not address the specific information requirements of the

administrator. Although most of our paqticipants in the study indicated they were

satisfied with the current system, they also indicated ttrat they lacked information,

especially within the strategic planning area. Secondly, the administrators

responded to our study without really knowing what is possible within the ideal

information system. Therefore, the study indicates that further long range studies

and plans would help in determining not only the information needs of the

Community Colleges, but would also provide a blueprint for implementation.

For example, Information Services Division for the Minnesota Community

College system, which services 18 colleges throughout the state, has recently
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developed a long range systems plan which includes a simple mission statement:

to provide the Minnesota Community College System with data and information

in an accurate and timely fashion. Although the system is driven by an IBM

mainframe computer, their plans include moving processing and data storage to

campus-based minicomputers, local area network connectivity, and a conversion to

a relational database management system. Five application softwa¡e enhancements

were identified as:

The Student Information System which will undergo a series of enhancements.
The registration and arlmission modules will have new functions and data. A
student receivables module will be developed. Interfaces with financial aid,
en¡olment management, assessment testing and degree auditing will be written.

A mainframe financial aid system will be implemented on February 1, 1991, in
time for the l99l-92 processing year.

A series of new or enhanced systems will be made available for Fiscal Services.
These will include, but are not limi¡sd 1s;

- online Loan Management System
- onJine Grant Management System
- enhancements to the Allocation Accounting system
- Student Receivables System.

A Human Resources Information System will be deveþed. This project began
in January 1990, when a Project Team of expert clients was formed to define the
overall requirements for this system. The Project Team appointed a Task Force
to develop the detailed requirements for the system.

Many existing microcomputer reports use data from mainframe reports. These
microcomputer functions will be moved to the mainframe in order to prepare
them in a more timely and staff-efficient manner. (Minnesota Commnnity College
System Long-Range Plan, 1990, p. iv)

Other institutions have developed similar plans to the Minnesota plan as described

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

above, although these differ in their approach and details. These plans are available
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through the Professional Association for Computing and Information Technology in

HigherEducation, CAUSE exchange library, in Boulder, Colorado USA (see bibliography)

and provide excellent information on what other institutions are planning.

This study indicates that the Community College System in Manitoba could benefit

from a long range plan which includes system enhancements as described by the

administrators which were interviewed. Although Manitoba Colleges are currently limited

by resources and uncertainties in terms of governing structure, limiting plaming can be

accomplished and, in any case, would provide guidelines for future directions.

The above recommendations are only a beginning, a stepping stone, towards a

comprehensive computing solution which can provide the colleges with precise, timely

information. Although computing needs have been largely addressed for the ongoing

transaction processing systems, this sfudy indicates administration has been neglected.

The administrator requires information to accomplish his daily problem solving tasks

effectively and an effective computer information system provides infinite possibilities to

provide this information to the administrator.

5.2 Summary.

The results of the study are evident. The administrator of a Manitoba Community

College needs more timely and concise information in order to perform his/her decision

and problem solving activities. They indicated a dependence on computer based

information, yet still ulitized manual systems extensively. They also indicated that they
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felt improvements could be made within the financial, human resource, and student record

systems and indicated a continued reliance on those systems for decision making puq)oses.

Specifically, they indicated information in measurable report forms that they required from

the above systems. These applications can be summarized as in table 5.1.

TABLE 5.I COMMT]NITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATORS SPECIFIC
INFORMATION REQUESTS

FINANCIAL DATA BASE

BIJDGET:

Budget summary reports including budget vs. actual, percentage left, and

variance by deparfinent.

One page summary report on revenue sources and expenditures by
department.

COSTING:

Operating cost per student per program per full time equivalent student.

Cost analysis including facility size, staff, capital required, operating

costs, and overhead factors.

STTJDENT ENROLMENT

Student graduation rates by category report.

Student average GPA report by course.

Str¡dent employment rate in field of study.

Student application status reports compared to historical data.
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Student attrition vs success report according to age and gender on full-
time equivalent basis.

Student contact hours per instructor.

Student wait list and current enrolment report.

HTJMAN RESOURCE

The dollar and staff year allocated compared to the dollar and staff year

expended by department with variances.

Staff analysis of 'tombstone data' (age, etc.) and skill deveþment data.

Number of full time vacant staff positions and number of staff positions

allocated Per dePartment.

The above information requests are directly related to each respective

administrator's decision requirements. These information reports were solely based on

what each administrator felt his/her immediate information needs were at the time of

the interview. Thus, the study synthesized the'administrator's information

requirements and provided insights into his/her role as decision maker and strategist.

The main benefit provided by the study is a method for MIS personnel to gather

more information for future IS planning. The critical success factor approach is an

appropriate analysis method which proved to be efficient and accurate. Therefore, the

final conclusion of the study is that MIS planners should continue to pursue

administrative information needs and plan for their eventual implementation. Ideally,

this would occur through the eventual capability for administrators to access
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information on-line at their leisure, making inquiries to obtain the information they

require when problems and the need for decisions arise. This can best be summarized

by Charlotte McGhee of Brandeis University:

"University data processing has moved beyond the needs of operations to
those of top level management. These needs cannot be prespecified. They
require an information support stnrcture that provides access to data sufficiently
integrated and timely to support spontaneous questions in a world of changing
requirements and objectives. This is best supported by an interactive on-line
system with either a network or relational data base. (McGhee, 1984, p.26)
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INTER\IIETÍ QI'ESTIONS..JADMINI STRATOR

COI,I,EGE: FOSITION:

DEPIilRTMENT: DATE OF INTERVIET{:

HOY| LONG IN PRESENT FOSITION:

LENGTH OF SERVICE AS .ADMINISTRAtrOR IN COI.IJEGE EIWIRONMENT:

CI'RRENI DEGREE OE. COMPUÍER COMPEITENCY

Iltiterate Seni-l'iterate Average Very L,iterate Competent

INTRODUCÍION.

As you know, this study is attempting to determine t'he

informatíon requirements for you, as an senior manager of the

organization, using a questionnaire and the Critical- Success

Factors method of systems analysís. From the article previously

sent to you, and from the information which was outlined in the

introductory letter, you would have noted that the method is

based on your missions and goals within your position as a seníor

manager.

However, I would ask you to first ansÌder Part I and Part ÍI,

which requests facts as to your current information sources and

computer use, as completely as possible prior to the interview.

I tike you to also consíder and think about the questions in Part

III on ttre critical success factors. You don't. Ïrave to ansvrer

them at this time as the responses wilL be clarified during the

T

5

T

4

T

3

I

2

I

1
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interview. -At your request a follow-up interview can be

arranged which will provide you wíth the results of the survey.

P.ART I. Information Sourcea and Info¡mation Needs.

From the following list of categories of informat.ion systems
indícate whettrer you rely mainly on computer-basedr non-
computer t ot a combination of information from computer and
non-computer sources. Insert a number on the line that most
appropriately reflects the degree that you use the source of
ínformation, either computer or non-computer, for your usual
decision making and management activities using the
following guidelines. For example, if you utilize the
computer frequently for obtaining student record
information, but always utílíze reports and other non-
computer information for obtaining student information, then
you would write a 4 on the computer line and a 5 on t.tre non-
computer line next to the Student Records category.

5 Alwaye-totally depend on the info¡:sration eource for
ever!Ê,hing and moat m¿rnagement activities

4 Frequently-usually depend on tt¡e information Eource for
aome decisions and some mariagernent activitieE

3 Occaeionally-eometimee uae tlre infornation source for
decieions and m¿rnagement activitiee

2 Seldom-rarely uge tlre info¡:rnation gource for decisions
and managenent activities

1 Never-tl¡e info¡mation eource is not ueed for decísion
support or m¿rnagenent activities

B.

A.

INFORMATION SOT'RCE

COMPUTER NON-COMPUTER

CÀTEGORY OE' I¡çTONMAEION SYSTPI¡S

STUDENT RECORDS
8.G., Enrolment past and projections

FINANCIAL INI.ORMATION
8.G., Budget spent and projected need
with comparatives

COMMUNICATI\ZE CIIP.ABII,ITIES WITH OTHER DATA
BASES

c.



c.

COMPUTER NON-COMPUTER

r07

E.G., To survey other institutional
information

COMMUNICATI\¡E C.APABILITIES WITH OTHER
PERSONS
8.G., Electroníc mail with other staff
and associates

.ADMINISTRATI\ZE FUNCTIONS
8.G., Electronic schedulíng, reminders,
word processing, etc.

STATISTICAJ, AND OPERJA,TIONS RESEARCH
E. G. .Analyze existing data using
mathematical models to analyze
performance against goals

PERSONNEL AND ST.A¡''FING INFOR}TATION
8.G., Human resource management system
information

D.

E

F

G. RESEARCH AÌ{D
8.G., Searctr
periodícals,

OTHER:

LIBRJARY FUNCTIONS
and look-up bookst
etc.

H.

2.

3.

What type of information system from the above list would be
your priority to have installed/imProved within your
ófeíce/aepartment, and would be most important to you in
your role as an educational administrator, from which to
o¡t,aín timety and accurate computer-based ínformation for
managerial and decision making PurPoses? (Please rank order
them [Ã, through H] from left to right and separate them with
co¡nmas; l-ow order and circle the systems already accessíbIe
and with adequat,e information within your
office/department) :

Can you describe a recent or current situat'ion(s), in terms
of your managtement decision making role, where you Ïrave
eouád yourself making a decision or being part of a decision
procesã where there was an obvious lack of information,
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information notinformation ínappropriately presented, or
available quíckly enough?

Is this situation (s)
business problem, a
situatíon over many

an on gor-ng or a recurrr-ngi
one time event t ot a constant
dífferent business problems.

b. Whích information source (s) did you or your decisíon
group rely on most in makíng the decision(s) in this
situation(s).

From ttre above list of types of information systems,
which system(s) could have played a significant role in
this situatíon (s) if precise and timely information
rilere available.

4. In general how sat.isfied are you with the
information flow and availability to your
of your managerial role and goals. Rat.e
on a scale of 1-10 with 10 being totally
being totally unsatisfied (please circle)

current
office in support

your satisfaction
satisfied and 1

r_0

Do you find you are wasting valuable time in searching out
ínformatíon to support your manageríal roles and decisions?

Yes No

6. Do you find you are searching for information at the last
moment before major decisions or problem-solving sessions
trave to occur?

_ always _ frequently _ sometimes _ infrequently _ never

If you could have any piece of information on your desk
daily as you arríve at work, what, would that information be?

7.
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In what areas of managerial ptanning and decision making do
you findlourself lackinq adeguate information? Please
indicate Lhe degree that you lack adequate information from
the following (make comments íf you like):

Strategic planning - Involving the setting of policies, the
choice of objectives, the selection of resourcesf long-range
forecastitg, and the evaLuation of plans of action.

always _ frequent.ly _ sometimes _ infrequently_never

Tactical control - Management cont.rol whích includes short-
range forecastíng as well as the making of decisions to
assure effect.iveness ín the acquisition and use of
regources.

always _ frequently _ sometimes 
- 

ínfrequently 
-never

O¡rerations control -Involves making decisions to assure
effectiveness in the conduct of day to day operations.

always _ frequently _ somet,imes _ infrequentJ-y-never

Part II. Computer r¡ae.

The fotlowíng quest.ions refer to your computer use in your
Trome and/or office (or department) .

2.

3.

Decision SuPPort-is the
Spreadsheet data baset
is targeted for use in
control (Dunn & Glover

1. Do you have a personal-
home / o f f i ce / department

Yes

If Yes, How many: home

How often do you use it

use of sophisticated software (e.9.
etc) that provides information wfrich
strategic planning and management
r_988).

computer or termínal in your
with dírect personal access to it?

No

office/department

to obtain information

For questions 2-4 use the following to mark your response on the
scale below each question

5 A1ways-totatly depend on the computer information for
everything and most management activities
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Frequently-usually depend on the computer information
for some decisions and some management activities
occasionally-sometimes use the computer informat.ion for
decisions and management activities
Seldom-rarely use the computer ínformation for
decisions and management activities
Never-the computer is not used for decision support or
management activities

To what extent do you personallv use the computer/termína1
for direct decision information support within your normal
duties?

2.

Never
I

Seldom
I

FrequentJ-y
I

Always
I

Occasionally
r

I

5

T

4

I

3

r
2

I

L

3. To what extent do your direct office/department staff use
the computer/terminal for direct decision ínformation
support for you and your office,/department wit.hin the normar
duties?

Occasionally
I

Never
T

Seldom
I

Frequently
I

Always
r
I

5

I

4

I

3

¡
2

I

l_

4. Please indícate the degree of use for each of the forrowing
software applications from your computers/terminars withinyour department,/offíce that is used for decision and
management support wíthín your administrative area, andplease name the predominate software package used for thesedecision support purposes :
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A.

Never
r

Application

Word Processing

Seldom
I

Software Name

Occasionally
r

Frequently
I

Always
t

r
5

I

4

I

3

r
2

I

1_

B.

Never
I

Spreadeheet

Seldom
I

Occasionally
r

Frequently
I

Always
I

I

1

Never
T

Database

r
5

I

4

I

3

r
2

Seldom
I

Occasionally
I

Frequently
I

Àlways
r
I

5

I

4

T

3

r
2

I

1

D.

Never
I

Graptrics

Seldom
I

Occasionally
T

Frequently
I

Always
I

I

5

I

4

I

3

I

2

I

L

E.

Never
T

Telecommr¡¡rications

Seldom
T

Occasionally
I

Frequent.ly
t

AJ.ways
T

T

5

I

4

IT

23
T

1
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F. Integrated Softvare

Never Seldom Occasionally
III

Frequently
T

Always
I

r
5

I

4

I

3

I

2

t

1

G.

Never
I

Electronic Mail

Seldom
I

Occasionally
I

FrequentJ-y
I

Always
r
r
5

I

4

r
3

I

¿

I

1_

H.

Never
I

Otl¡er

Seldom
I

Occasionally
r

FrequentJ.y
I

AIways
I

T

5

I

4

I

3

r
2

r
1

5. Do you utilize a rocar area network connected tocomputers/terminal (s) ?

Yes No

6. Other Comments:

your
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P.âRT III. Missions, Goals' and CSF| e.

The following questions that I will be asking relate to the
objectives, goals, and CSF's that you will determíne from your
own perspectíwe as an executive.

1. Outline the major missions and objectives of your
organization from the perspective of your own executive
positíon and indicate wtrat specific roles you play towards
the on-going accomplíshment. of those missions and
objectives.

What are your specific goals (specific targets which are
intended to be reached at a given point in time, i.e. an
operational transformation of one or more objectives) in
relation to your mission objectives?

What are the identified Critical Success Factors in your job
at this time?

Prioritize the Critical Success Factors.
stated) .

(can be generally

2.

3.

4.

5. Determine the measures
outlíned above. (this
interview) .

for eactr Critical
can be done in the

success factors
folIow-up
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.APPE¡¡DIX B. I.EÍÍER OF TRA¡ISMITTAI. TO EXECUTI\¡E.

November 5, L990

Dear Educatíonal Administrator:

I am conducting a study, as a partial requirement towards a
Masters degree with the University of Manitoba, of the
information requirements of senior admínistrators within two
Communíty Colleges in Manitoba (see enclosed Letter of support
from my employêrr R. A. Mackie of .A.ssiniboine Community College'
as well as a letter of support from your local President). I
would líke to Lrave your support as well in the conducting of this
study and, in doing so, I would require approximately one to two
hours of your time in order to conduct a personal interview.

I am also enclosing a consent form and a copy of the
questionnaire which I will be using ín the study in order that
you will be prepared once ttre interview process begins. Parts
one and two are obvious questions which only requíre some time on
your part in order to respond. However. part three requires some
understanding of the process involved and I am also enclosing an
article by ,John F. Rockart , Chief Executives Def íne Theír Own
Data Needs, which describes the rationale and process of the
critícaI success fact.ors method of determining informatíon
requirements. I would suggest you read the article and review
the questions from part three which I will be discussing with you
at the time of the interview. You do not have to necessarily
fill in the ansrùers to part three at this point, however I would
appreciate if you would think about the questions for the
interview.

I am sure you wíJ.J. find the process interesting and not a waste
of your time because as you wíIl note on Page 88 of the article
there are some benefits to the manager who will take the time to
determine your own critical success factors.

If you Ïrave any ç[uestions please phone me at 1-638-4908 and, in
any case, I wiII be in touch with you by phone within the next
two weeks to arrange a mutual convenient intervíew time.

Sincerely,

Greg Anderson
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.appE![DIx C. LETTER OF REQITEST FOR SITPPORT FROM PRESIDENTS.

November 5' 1-990

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to solicit your support in conducting a study of t'he
information requírements of the executive managers (President and
Vice-Presidents) of your instítution, including yourself. I am

enclosing a copy of the letter of transmittal whích I will be
sending to eactr \æ, as well- as a copy of the questionnaire,
consent form, and an article on the critical success factors
approach which I will be utílizíng in the int.erview process.

I believe you will find the process useful and most J-ikely also
very enlightening. The results wíII provide benefits to the MfS
staif as once they know what information to provide to managers'
the technical problems tend to be manageable. I also believe you
will find the critical success factor process rewarding in
itself.

Cou1d I ttrerefore have your written support and have permission
to transmít the enclosed information to your Vice-presidents
along with your letter of suPPort.

Please contact me al your convenience if you have any further
questions at Assiniboine Communit.y College, Parkland Campus I L-
638-4908. Thank you.

Sincerely yourst

Greg .Ar¡derson
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.EPPE¡¡DIX D. CONSENT EORM
NOTICE OE. CONSENT

PROittCT TIÍLE: The Educational Executive Information System: A
Manítoba study of the Decision Making and Information
Requirements for Communíty Coltege Administrators.

IÌiIVESTIGATOR: Gregory M. Ar¡derson, Department Head, Àssíniboine
Comrnunity College, Parkland Campus, Dauptrin, Manitoba.

DESCRIPTION: This st.udy investigates the information
requirements of the executíve or manager of a post-secondary
educational institution utilízíng the critical success factors
approach in determíning information requirements. This study is
in partial fuJ.fiJ.ment of a Mast,er of Education degree-

CONDTTIONS:
1. My participation is voluntarY.

2. I trave ttre right to withdraw at any time and my withdrawal
will not be prejudicial.

3. I may refuse to answer without penalty.

4. Thís ínterview is confidentiat.

5. My anonymity cannot be guaranteed, although my name wíII not
be used within the study. References wiJ-l only be made to
title and/or department.

6. Duration of the interview wíIl be approximately one to two
trours with a follow-up interview at my discretion.

7. My inquiries concerning the research procedures will be
answered by the investigator.

8. I have received a copy of the consent form including
attachments.

9. This interview will be tape recorded wíth the provision that
the tape will be kept in total confidentialíty and will be
only be used for the purposes of the study.

l-0. I wilJ- receiwe a copy of a sunmary of ttre results of the
study.

I understand the conditíons of t.he ínterview which have been
explained to me and I hereby agree to the ínterview:

SIGNATURE DATE
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APPENDIX E. MISSION .AIID GOÀLS E.OR ÀSSINIBOINE COMMttNITy COLLEGE

MISSION

To provide an opportun¡ty for individuals to acqu¡re the skills and
knowledge that will enhanoe their life-long economic security and
personal development,

GOALS

r To enhanoe acoessibility to college programs and facilities,

r To maximize the effective utilization of college resouroes,

r To extend the college's outreach capabilities.

r To establish and maintain an effective working partnership with
agricultural, business, industrial and governmental sectors
served by the college,

r To provide for the on-going evaluation and professional
development of all college employees.

r To provide programs that are relevant to the work place and
anticipate and accommodate labour market shifts.

r To articulate and cooperate with educational institutions and
related age ncies/associati ons.

r To create an environment which will allow and assist
individuals to:

a) develop a sense of self-worth, self-confidence, and self-
direction,

b) identify and achieve personal goals.
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APPENDIX F. MISSION AND GOALS FOR RED RIVER COMMUNITY

COLLEGE

DRAFT / JANUARY l99l

ffi Red Riverfw Gommunity College

MISSICN STATEMENT
The mission of Red Rirær Community College is to provrde hígh quality

educational and training oppofunit¡es to assist with fie economic, cultural

and sociat dewtopmeniof M¿nitoU¿ wiûrin the conte)Í of a global

marketplace.

To achiere this mission. Red Rirer community college will work collaboratively

with the appropriate sectoß of gowrnment, educ¿don, brsines' indusuy and

community organizations to accomplish Û¡e firlloruing strategic objecti\'€s:

t To enhance the quality of the learning experíences by fostering a culure

of being a client based cutomer seMce orþanízauon;

I To expand the programming suppon to pan Ùrne learnen through

partnershipafTangemenBbothwithinWinnipeg¿ndw¡ththeregiona|
communities;

I To enh¿nce the support inftastructure and program access oppoftunities

fof all students with a particufar emphasis on Ülose with Aboriginal or

MulÙcultr.¡ral backgrounds;

I To expand the doælopment of cooperati\€ educåtion as a major

mechanism of clelilering Red Rirer Community College programs and

oeating sronger links with all sectors of tre community'

I To respond to rhe ra¡nirg requirernentr of emplq6rs with effectiwness

and flexibility

lTocontinuetotakeanactiwroleinsupponingfiegeneraleconomic.
social. cultural and environment¿l ds,eloprnent of Ûte community and fie

province;

I To explore new ¡nitiat¡\,es in lnternational educaÙon'

Th€se strategic objeaÍ\,es will be actiræly punued within a fråmework that

wluesacademicandteachingexcellerrceinanorganizaÙonthatencourages
open communícation, panicipatÍræ rn¿n¿g€nnnq peßonal growth and

inno¿atiw ideas.
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COLLEGES

RED RIVER AND ASSINIBOINE COMMUNITY

COMPUTER SYSTEM CONF¡GURATION
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